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SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1836.
DOCUMENTS,

No. 38

that 1 had requested an interview by order of my > there.’
This last error is, however, of so little
Accompanying the Special Message of the Pres Government, and that on the result of that inter- ’
j understanding between the cabinets of Paris
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ident, transmitted to Congress on Monday the view would depend my future movements. I said importance, that I hesitated to notice it.
Receive, sir, the assurances of my high consid- Ia . Washington, I have the honor to transloth
ult.
J AMES K. REMICH.
that I was ordered to convey to the French Gov
j nnt to you a copy of the Duke de Broglie’s
eraUonV. BROGLIE.
Office on the Main-Sireet, --opposite the Meeting-House.
ernment assurances of the very lively satisfaction
despatch, and to request you to place it un
[No. 1.—Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Barton.]
felt by the President on receiving the news and
f TRRMSOF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
der the eye of the President.
No. 5.—Mr. Barton to the Duke de Broglie.
Department of State,
confirmation of the King’s safety ; and that 1 was
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
I embrace this opportunity, sir, to renew to
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
further instructed by the Secretary of State to
Washington, June 28, 1835.
F.
Thomas P. Barton, Esq. &c. A c.
you the assurance of the high consideration
«remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
Legation of the U. S. of America,
assure you personally of his high consideration.
Sir: Mr. Livingston arrived here the day be After an obliging answer of your excellency, 1
43aper discontinued, except at the option di the pub
with which I have the honor, &c.
M
, a Par,s» November 6, 1835.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
fore yesterday. By the mail of yesterday your had the honor to submit the following questions :
M«ns»eur le Due : Having been recalled by
A. PAGEOT.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for letter of the 7th May, with a copy of Mr. Liv
“ I am instructed by my Government to in U at^°Vernme,u’ IhdVe Ule h°norl°
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount ingston s last note to the Duke de Broglie, was
that
your
excellency
will
be
pleased
to
cause
No. 10.—Mr. Forsyth to M. Pageot.
quire of your excellency what are the intentions
charged for its insertion.
received.
of His Majesty's Government in relation to the cepdPt H
be prepared, to enable me to proDepartment of State,
After an attentive examination of Mr. Living funds voted by the Chambers i’
ceed to Havre, thence to embark to the United
Washington, 3d Dec. 1835.
ston
and
---- ’s
- correspondence with this Department
LUWIH ailU
And I understood you to make the following
f°r ’ny Protection dur'"g the time 1
biR: I had yesterday the honor to receive
b
-------------------- = the Government of France, elucidated by his answer :—
ne<?essary fo remain in Paris. I am your note of the 1st inst. with the accompa
Wars between England and France.—In J ve‘ bal explanations, the President has directed
“ Having written a despatch to His Majesty’s instructed to g.ve its a reason for my depart
1141, one year—1161, twenty-five years— |Ine to saX to Xou> that the M essrs. de Rothschild Charge d’Affaires at Washington, with instruc the non-execution, on the part of his majesty’s nying paper, purporting to be a copy of a
1211, fifteen years—1224, nine years—1294 ! have been authorized by the Treasury Depart- tions to communicate it to Mr. Forsyth, and M. Government, ofthe Convention of July 4th, 1831. letter addressed under date of the 17th of
five years—1339, twenty-one years—1368 I me?lio recelve the money due under the treaty Pageot having read it to Mr. Forsyth, I have
j avail myself of this opportunity, Monsieur le June last, by his excellency the Duke d©
fifty-two years—1442, forty-nine vears—1402* i Wlth Jranc.e- O^this authority they will be di- nothing to say in addition to that despatch.”
Uuc, to rene w the assurances of very high con Broghe, Minister ofForeign Affairs of France,
___ _____ fu irm .
J
.
U^’ I rected lO fflVe
’rnr.r.L Government,
______ .
give notice tn
to tho
the FFrench
I said, “ I am also instructed to enquire ofyour sideration with which I have the honor to be your to yourself.
one^month—1512, two years—1521, six years W 1 t K «•* 11 to
♦ FI »%-» r> r Ji n
_____ _ _
e
TTN
. ~
excellency whether His Majesty’s Government is excellency s most obedient, humble servant,
After referring to what occurred in our in
ready to pay those funds ?"
terview of the 11th of September, in regard
P
,,
k THOS. P BARTON.
two years—1627, two years—1666, one yeiZr
low Mr. Livingston to the United States. If the
His Excellency the Duke De Broglie,
And you returned this answer, “ Yes, in the
to the original letter, and expressing your re
—1689, ten years—1702, eleven years—1744 money is placed «.w
at the
disposal oi
of me
the lx.ino*.
King, con- terms of the despatch.”
fcilc uiapuatti
Minister of Foreign Affairs, &c.
_____ years_
grets at the course I then felt it my duty to
i f mno 11 xr Kir ♦ L
T ...<___
®
...
four years—1756, seven
—1776, seven’ Hditionally
by the Legislature
ofcn
France, you
will
I added, “ 1 am instructed to ask another ques
take, you request me to place the copy enclo
V
—1
__ _
__
ntvmf Furili a» «hJ,. _r. C..___
■.
> ™ *
years
1793, nino
nine trnuH^
years—1803, ^1.,eleven
years
await further orders from the ft
United
States, but tion—Will His Majesty’s Government name any
No. 6—The Duke de Broglie to Mr. Barton,
sed m your letter under the eye of the Presi
lastly, 1815, when this calculation was maintain a guarded silence on the subject of the fixed determinate period when they will be dis
dent.
m at ..
[translation.]
made, and the war then subsisting fourteen indemnity. If approached by the Government posed to pay those funds ?”
To Mr. Barton, Charge d’ Affaires
In allowing you, during that interview, to
To this question, the following was your ex
years—making, within a period of seven hun of France, directly or indirectly, you will hear
of the United States of America :
read to me the Duke de Broglie’s despatch,
what is said without reply, state what has occur cellency’s answer, as I understood it
“ To
dred years, 266 years of desolating war
„ .
Paris, November 8th, 1835.
red m full to the Department, and await its in morrow, if necessary ; when the Government of
which I cheerfully did, you were enabled to
London pa.
,ni? Uien his Majesty’s orders with avail yourself of that informal mode of appri
structions. It is the desire of the President that the United States shall, by a written official
you will make not even a reference to the sub communication, have expressed its regret at the regard to your communication of the 6th instant, zing this Department of the views of your
In 1775, there had been 78 different news ject of the treaty in your intercourse with the misunderstanding which has taken place between 1 have the honor to send you herewith the passgovernment in the full extent Authorized by
papers printed—39 of which had been dis French Government, until the course intended the two Governments ; assuring us that this mis ports which you requested of me. As to the diplomatic usage. The question whether or
continued previous to that time—so that at to be pursued is definitely explained to the Uni understanding was founded on an error, that it reasons which you have been charged to advance,
Whatever
may
be said to the Messrs, did not intend to call in question the good faith of in explanation ofyour departure, 1 have nothing not 1 should ask a copy of that despatch,
the
of tiiv
the luvumnuu
revolution mere
there ted
------ comineiicement
—..M.v„vviuvin wi
□
r>States.
.
.,r;—
j
were but 39 papers published in the United \
Kothscb,Id> lt will be their duty to report to His Majesty’s Government; the funds are there to say, (Je n ai point a m'y arreter.) The Gov- was, of course, left as it should have been by
An"i?e?L°f the,U"iled States, sir, knows that upStates—and of the number then printed but you as well as to the Treasury Department, and we are ready to pay. In the despatch to M. Pa on itself depends henceforward the execution of your government, exclusively to my discre
tion. My reasons for not making that re
eight establishments are now in existence. whenever they converse with you, they must be geot, we gave the views of our Government on the treaty of July 4th, 1831.
reminded that is expected that they will wait this question. Mr. Forsyth not having thought
quest, were frankly stated to you, founded
In 1810 the whole number of newspapers
Accept,
sir,
the
assurance
of
my
high
ennsidfor express notice from the Government of
on a conviction that, in the existing state of
to accept a copy of that despatch, and
was three hundred and fifty. There are now r rance that it is ready to pay, before an applica proper
V. BROGLIE.
the relations between the two countries, the
having said that the Government of the United erat,on’
about one thousand two hundred newspaper tion lor payment is made.
States could not receive a communication in such
President would think it most proper that ev
establishments in the United States, from
No. 7.—Mr. Forsyth to M. Pageot.
The course adopted by Mr. Livingston has a form. I have nothing to add. I am forced to
ery communication upon the subject in dif
which are issued, at a moderate calculation, been fully approved ; and the hope is induced entrench myself behind that despatch. If the
Department of State.,
ference between them, designed to influence
x
Wa8hil’gfon: 29th June, 1835.
100,000,000 printed sheets annually—which, that his representations have had their just influ Government of the United States does not give m n
his conduct, should, before it was submitted
if in one continuous sheet, would reach four ence on the councils of the King of France. this assurance, we shall be obliged to think that M. I agfoot, Charge d’Affaires, &c.
Sir—I have the honor to acquaint you, for the to his consideration, he made to assume the
limes from pole to pole—and if embodied in However that may be, the President’s determin this misunderstanding is not the result of an er
information of your Government, that the Sec official form belonging to a direct communi
il book form, would be equal to issuing six ation is, that the terms upon which the two Gov ror, and the business will stop there.”
retary of the Treasury has, in conformity with cation from one government to another, by
ernments
are
to
stand
towards
each
other
To
your
excellency
’
s
offer
to
communicate
to
volumes as large as the Bible every minute in
shall be regulated, so far as his constitutional me the despatch to M. Pageot, I replied that, as i i Pr0/oon ni°f the act of Congress of the J3th which alone he could be enabled to cause a
¿the year.
power extends, by France.
des,g.nated ‘he Messrs, de Roths- suitable reply to be given to it, and to submit
my instructions had no reference to that ques lYJ n
A packetfrom the Treasury, addressed to the tion,! did not think myself authorized to discuss child, Brothers, of Paris, as agents to receive the it, should such a step become necessary, to
fair Hit.—A young aspirant for literary
payments from time to time due to this Govern his associates in the government. 1 had also
Messrs, de Rothschild, and containing the in it.
and fashionable distinction, who had in vain
structions of the Secretary, accompanied by a
After some minutes, I rose, and said, “ In a ment under the stipulations of the convention of the honor, at the same time, to assure you,
laid the foundation for what he had hoped special power appointing them the agents of the
d
short time I shall have the honor of writing to ’h July, 1831, between the United Statesand that any direct communication from yourself,
would luxuriate into a large pair of whiskers, United States to receive the payments due un your
His Majesty the King of the French; and that
Villi I* P
YUftl ]n nnx»
excellency.'
as the representative of the King’s govern
lately asked one of our village belles what i der the treaty of 1831, is forwarded herewith.
You answered, “ I shall nt all times, receive the I resident has granted a special power to the
she thought of them—she replii 1 with much 1 he copy of a letter from this Department to with pleasure any communication addressed to said Messrs, de Rothschild, Brothers, authori ment, to me, embracing the contents of this
despatch, or any other matter you might be
navielte, that they were like unto the West Mr Pageot is also enclosed for your perusal.
me on the part of the Government of the United zing and empowering them, upon the due re
ceipt of the same, to give the necessary ac authorized to communicate in the accustom
I am, sir, your obedient servant.
States,” and our conversation ended.
ern country—extensively laid out, but thinly
Such, Monsieur le Due, as far aa my memory quittances to the French Government, accord ed mode, would be laid without delay before
JOHN FORSYTH.
settled.—Gloucester Telegraph.
to the provisions of the convention referred the President, and would undoubtedly re
♦—
nerves me, are the literal expressions employed ing
ceive from him an early and just considera
by both of us. Should you discover any inaccu to.
Important Discovery.—The. Baltimore Ga*
[No. 2 —Mr. Forsyth to Mr. Barton.]
The power given to the Messrs.de Rothschild tion.
racies in the relation which 1 have the honor to
zette says—Peter Rimer of Karthaus, Clear
Department of State,
It cannot have escaped your reflections
submit to you, it will give me pleasure, as it will will be presented by them whenever the French
field county, has succeeded in making iron
Washington, Sept. 14, 1835.
be my duty to correct them. If, on the contrary, Government is ready to make the payments.
that my duty required that the circumstan
Thomas P. Barton, Esq. &c. &c. &c.
with mineral coal. This iron has been tried,
I have the honor to be, sir, your
ces of the intervie w between us should be reSir: So much time will have elapsed before this relation should appear to you tn every res
and pronounced by iron masters to be of an
obedient servant,
poi ted to the President, and that the discove
this dispatch can reach you, since the passage of pect conformable to the truth,’ I take the liberty
«excellent quality.
JOHN FORSITH.
of
claiming
from
your
kindness
a
confirmation
of
the law by the French Chambers, placing at the 1
ry of any error oh my part in representing his
it
for
the
reasons
which
I
h$ve
already,
I
believe
disposition of the King the funds to fulfil the
views of the course proper to be pursued on
No. 8.—M. Pageot to Mr. Forsyth.
Severe Storm.—More snow fell on last Sun treaty with the United States, that it is presu sufficiently explained.
that occasion would, without fail, have been
[translation.]
day night, than had fallen at any one time med the intention of the French Government . I eagerly avail myself of this occasion, Mon
promptly communicated to you. That duty
Washington, June 29,1835.
during the present winter ; and the travelling will have been by that period disclosed.
It is sieur le Due, to renew the assurances of the ve
was performed. The substance of our in
To the Hon. Mr. Forsyth, Secretary of
on Monday morning was so difficult, that in proper, therefore, in the opinion of the President ry high consideration with which I have the hon
terview, and the reasons by which my course
Your excellency’s most obedient,
State:
many of the neighboring towns, the most ex that you should receive your last instructions in or to be,
humble servant,
Sir : I have received the letter which you in it had been guided, were immediately
perienced tipplers, residing at any considera relation to it. It has always been his intention
THOMAS P. BARTON.
did me the honor to address to me this day, communicated to, and entirely approved by
ble distance from the grog-shop, did not get that the Legation of the United States should
and by which you communicate to me, for him. I could not, therefore, have anticipa
their morning bitters until near nine o’clock. leave France if the treaty were not fulfilled.
You have been suffered to remain after the de No. 4.—The Duke de Broglie to Mr. Barton. the information of my Government, that the ted that, after so Jong a period had elapsed,
A*. E. (Boston) Galaxy oj 30th ult.
parture of Mr. Livingston, under the expecta
[translation]—E.
Secretary of the Treasury, in virtue of the and without any change in the condition of
tion that the Government of France would find
Paris, October 26, 1835.
act of Congress of July 13th, 1832, has ap affairs, you should have regarded it as useful
Steam boilers.—There are constant acci in all that has occurred its obligations to pro
ToT. P. Barton, Charge d’Affaires
pointed Messrs, de Rothschild, Brothers, at or proper to revive the subject at the time
dents occurring in this country from the ceed forthwith to the fulfilment ofit, as soon as
of the United States.
Pans, agents for receiving, as they become and in the form you have seen fit to adopt.
bursting of steam boilers. It is incumbent funds were placed in its hands. If this expecta
Sir : I have received the letter which you did
Cordially reciprocating, however, the concili
on our Government to make laws imposing tion is disappointed, you must ask for your pass me the honor to address to me on the 24th of this due, the several payments of the sum stipula
atory sentiments expressed in your note, and
ted
as
indemnification,
by
the
convention
con

ports,
and
return
to
the
United
States.
—
If
no
a severe punishment upon any engineer
month.
in deference to your request, I have again
whose carelessness shall endanger life. This movement has been made on the part of France,
You are desirous to give your Government a cluded on the 4th of July, 1831, between His consulted the President on the subject, and
Majesty
the
King
of
the
French
and
the
Uni

»nd
no
intimation
given
to
you,
or
to
the
banker
faithful account of the conversation which you
would effectually stop all difficulty. Such
am instructed to inform you that the opinion
Jaws exist in England, and seldom do steam of the United States, who is the authorized agent had with me on the 20th ; while communicating ted states of America.
of the Treasury, to receive the instalments due, to me a statement of that conversation, you re
I lost no time, sir, in transmitting this com expressed by me in the interview between us
boats burst their boilers there.—ib.
of the time that payment will be made, you are quest me to indicate the involuntary errors munication to my Government ; and I em and subsequently confirmed by him, remains
instructed to call upon the Duke de Broglie, and
unchanged ; and I therefore respectfully res
A Bridge of Granite has been recently request to be informed what are the intentions of which 1 may remark in it. I appreciate the brace this opportunity to offer you the assur tore to you the copy of the Duke de Brocrmotives
which
influence
you,
and
the
importance
ance
of
the
high
consideration
with
which
I
completed over the Contoocook river in Hen the Government in relation to it, stating that you
lie’s letter, as I cannot make the use of it
which you attach to the exactness of this state
niker. It is about 200 feet in length inclu do so by orders ofyour Government, and with a ment ; and I therefore hasten to point out three have the honor to be, your most humble and which you desired.
obedient
servant,
A.
PAGEOT.
ding the abutments, 24 feet wide and rises 33 view to regulate your conduct by the informa- errors which have found their way into your re
I am also instructed to say that the Presi
feet-----------------above the bed of the river.Two
’ arches tio.n y°« may receive from him. In the present
port, acknowledging, at the same time, its per
dent entertains a decided conviction that a
of 45 feet span each, afford ample passage s?,lated stafo of France, it is the particular de- fect conformity on all other points, with the ex
No. 9.—M. Pageot to Mr. Forsyth.
departure, in the present case, from the ordi
.i-------- ’--------------------------- .------------- r
r
o
flira nt ih«
th of a..i
for the water. The top is surmounted on( sire of the President that your application should planations interchanged between us.
[translation.]
nary and accustomed method of international
be
made
m
the
most
conciliatory
tone,
and
your
In
reply
to
y
our
question
—
Whether
the
King
’
s
each side by railings of split granite, 3 feet
,r , „
T Washington, Dec. 1, 1835.
communication, is calculated to increase
■ interview with the Duke marked by expressions
high and over 200 feet in length. It was' as coming from your Government, of great per- Government would name any fixed and deter lo the Hon. John Forsyth, Secretary
rather than to diminish the difficulties unhapi
mined
period
at
which
it
would
be
disposed
to
built by Mr. William Smith of Henniker, at: sonal respect for that Minister, and of an anxious
of State of the United States :
pily existing between France and the United
pav the twenty-five millions ? you make me say,
Sir : On the 11th of September last I had States, and that its observance in their future
an expense of a little over $3,5Q0.
desire for the safety of the King of France. If “ To-morrow, if necessary : when the Govern
Nashua Gazette.
the Duke should inform you that the money is to ment of the United States shall, by a written of the honor, as I was authorized, to read to intercourse will be most likely to bring about
be paid on any fixed day, you will remain in ficial communication, have expressed its regret you a despatch which his excellency the the amicable adjustment of those difficulties
Loco-Focos.—This is the vulgar name for. r rance ; otherwise you will apply for your pass- at the misunderstanding which has taken place Minister of Foreign Affairshad addressed to
on terms honorable to both parties.
Such a
a certain kind of matches which are carried ports, and state the reason to be that the treaty bet ween the two Governments ; assuring us that me on the 17th of June previous, respecting result is sincerely desired by him; and he
in the pocket. From a circumstance which of indemnity has not been executed by France. this misunderstanding is founded on an error, the state of the relations between France and will omit nothing consistent with the faithful
The President especially directs that you that it did not intend to call in question the good the United States. The object of this com
/happened in the city of Ne w York, this term
discharge of his duties to the United States
should comply with these instructions so early, faith of his Majesty’s Government,” &c.
munication was to make known to the Cabi
• was applied to the radical party there—as a
that the result may be known here before the
Now, this is what I really said : “ To-morrow, net of Washington, in a form often employed, by which it may be promoted. In this spirit
^nickname—that party having re-lighted the meeting of Congress, which takes place on the
to-day, immediately, if the Government of the the point of view from which the King’s I am directed by him to repeat to you tha
fhall with these matches in which the citizens 7th of December next.
United States is ready on its part to declare to Government regarded the difficulties between assurance made in our interview in Septem
rhad assembled., after one party had adjourned
I am, sir, your obedient servant,
us,
by addressing its claim (reclamation) to us the two countries, and to indicate the means ber last, that any official communication you
? the meeting, and extinguished the lamps.
JOHN FORSYTH.
may think proper to address to this Govern
officially in writing, that it regrets the misunder- ,
Worcester Republican.
standing which has arisen between the two by which, in its opinion, they might be termi ment, will promptly receive such considera
[No. 3.—Mr. Barton to the Duke de Broglie.] countries ; that this misunderstanding is founded nated m a manner honorable to both Gov tion as may be due to its contents, and to the
fashions.—A rheumatic friend of the editor
I was also authorized to allow interests involved in the subject to which it
upon a mistake, and that it never entered into ernments.
*
[Translation.]—D.
-of the Michigan ¡Herald, closes a letter from
its intention (pensee) to call in question the good you, in case you should desire it, to take a may refer.
Legation of the U. S. of America.
faith of the French Government, nor to take a copy of this despatch ; but, contrary to the
Washington thus;:—44 1 can tell you nothing
As the enclosed paper is not considered
Paris, 24th October, 1835.
menacing attitude towards France.”
expectation which diplomatic usage in such the subject of reply, you will allow me to
about the fashions-^people dress as well as
His Excellency the Duke de Broghe,
By
the
terms
of
your
report,
I
am
made
to
Minister for Foreign Affairs’.
cases permitted me to entertain, you thought add, for the purpose of preventing any mis
they can—the ladies and doves wear a great
Monsieur le Due—Having executed to the let have continued thus : “ In the despatch to M. proper to refuse to request it.
many feathers, and the young gentlemen and
conception in this respect, that my silence in
Pageot,
we
gave
the
views
of
our
Government
I regretted this resolution of yours, sir, at
■spaniels wear brass chains round their necks.” ter the last instructions of my Government, in
Mr. Forsyth not having the time, because in the first place, it appear regard to its contents, is not to be construed
the interview which I had the honor to have( on this question.
as admitting the accuracy of any of the state
with your excellency on the 20th of this month, thought proper to accept a copy of that despatch*,
A Tough one.—One of the horses employ in order further to comply with those instruc’ and having said that the Government of the U- ed to be at variance with (s’ ecarter de) that ments or reasonings contained in it.
ed in propelling a ferry boat, on a small tions, I am about to return to the United States. nited States could not receive the communica conciliatory spirit which so particularly char
I have the honor to renew, &c,
stream at the East, blew up a few days since, Before leaving France, however, I have thought tion in that form,”&c. That was not what I acterized the communication just made to
JOHN FORSYTH.
with a great explosion, knocking the helms that it might not be altogether useless to address said, because such was not the language of Mr. you ; and next, as it seemed in a manner to
deprive
the
cabinet
of
Washington
of
the
Forsyth
to
M.
Pageot.
On
refusing
the
copv
man and one passenger overboard, while the your excellency, and to submit to you the con
No. 11.—M. Pageot to Mr. Forsyth.
remainder of those on board narrowly es versation which then took place between us, offered to him by that Charge d’Affaires, Mr. means of knowing, in their full extent, the
[translation.]
Forsyth
gave
as
the only reason, that it was a views of the King’s government, of which an
word
for
word,
as
I
understood
it.
In
pursuing
caped injury. The explosion was attributed to
To the Hon. John Forsyth, Secretary
this course 1 am prompted by a double motive"; document of which he could make no use ; and attentive examination of the Duke de Brog
the use of a little saltpetre instead of salt in
of State of the U. States.
first, by a sincere desire to avoid even the that was the phrase repeated by me.
lie’s letter could alone have enabled it to form
the horse’s provender.—New Castle Gazette. slightest misunderstanding as to the precise
Washington, December 5, 1835.
Mr. Forsyth made no objection to the form a just estimate. These regrets, sir, have not
Sir
I yesterday evening received the
meaning of any expression used on either part; which I had adopted, to communicate to the Fed
A swindler among the Shakers.—The fol and also with a view, in presenting myself,to my eral Government the views of the King’s Gov .diminished, and at the moment when the letter which you did me the honor to write
President
is
about
to
communicate
to
Con

lowing is from the Zanesville (Ohio) Gazette : government, to furnish indisputable proof of my ernment ; in fact, not only is there nothing unu
to me on the 3d of this month ; with it, you
“Nathan Sharp, the great head of the fidelity in executing the instructions with which sual in that form ; not only is it employed in the gress the state of the relations between France return to me the copy of a despatch which I
and
the
United
States,
I
consider
it
useful
Shaker establishment near Lebanon, has tak I had the honor to be charged. This last motive, intercourse between one Government and ahad transmitted to you two days before, and
le Duo, does not interest you narsnn»l’ i no!her’ whenever there is a desire to avoid the and necessary, for the interests of all, to en the original of which was addressed to me
en one of the sisters to wife, and pocketing a •Monsieur
u . a.
r . s
i
r.‘.— ?y“" E
Fa‘DU
“u,,ai
1« k...
‘‘a* ’ irritufinn
____
c
_______
_
large sum of money, (some say $1OO;0OO,) has ly, but the first, I am sure, will not appear with irritation which might involuntarily arise from an deavor to place him in possession of ah the
the 17th of June last, by his excellency
exchange of contradictory notes in a direct con facts which may afford him the means of
put out—leaving the brothers and sisters buz out importance in your eyes.
the Minister ofForeign Affairs.
troversy,
but
reflection
on
the
circumstances
and
;
giving
an
exact
account
of
the
real
disposi

Having
said
that
I
was
instructed
to
employ
zing about like a swarm of bees who have
I will not seek, sir, to disguise from you the
the respective positions of the two countries will
lost their queen. Poor fellows ! they have both language and manner the most conciliatory, clearly show, that it was chosen precisely in a tion and views of the King’s government on astonishment produced in me by the return
»the
subject
of
the
existing
difficulties.
I
begged
you
to
believe,
should
any
thing
appear
found the truth of Burns’ remark, “ mankind
of a document so viry important in the pres
spirit of conciliation and regard for the Federal
I to you nott to
character,
With this intention, and from a desire to
are unco weak and little to be trusted.” It isL
. partake
• .. .. of,that
--------- —— •••« that the Government.
ent state of the relations between the
two
neglect
„othing,
which,
by
offering
t0
the
A^„u^beZ^ÏT
o nX
said also, that Sharp mortgaged the Shaker
Gov^nm^ ".. ? ‘,kT
“u
Finally, sir, after having said, “ If the Gov
in that case I should be
property to the TrWt Company at Cinemnati, ' my Government, as XpStiT
menean government another opportunity of to the reasons on which this determinaron
ernment
of
the
United
States
does
not
give
this
b ; certain that I neither represented its dispositions
ofyo.-is based. My intention in Tommn"
assurance
we shall be obliged to think that this
and that < law juit Will grow out Of the trans-- ! nor
nor faithfully
faithfully obeyed
obeyed its
its orders.
orders
,m
îgu,
b.s Majesty
misunderstanding is not the result of an error/’;. highly conciliatory sentiments of
________
A__ _ ’sw nicSg this documem io you
MtlQW’9
I I began the coavoraation
J
by informing you f! did
,
~
^-_,ina form not
fid not add, “ and tb® business will »top ¡I government, naay
may esntributo
ccntribute to restore good
sood nniv
snnctmnnj by the diplomatic
__ ’
only sanctioned
usages of

MISCELLANEOUS.

isSS

tes

it fot t1*1

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
setts, (Mr. J. Q. Adams.) We had in the !
FRIDAY, JAN. 22.
MAINE L
all nations and all ages, but also the most di- ■ ^i^ED STATES LEGISLATURE, House two hundred and forty members, all of I
On
motion
of
Mr.
Holmes
of Winthrop,
whom had an equal title to speak ; allow- \
rect which I could possibly have chosen, ,11NITLV________ __________________ __
SENATE.
Ordered, That the committee on agriculture
was to make known thVeate,8p°r' twenty-fourth congress....first session. in»’- the sittings of the House to be four hours
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 27.
i be instructed to inquire into the expediency
eaeh, and one half of this time to be appro
mv Government to the President of the Um-. twenty ------A message was received from the Govern- of giving a bounty on every barrel of fine or
priated to debate, each member in the comse
ted States, and through him to Congress and
SENATE,
of a session of 24 weeks, would be entitled to or transnuttin«' a preamble and resolutions superfine flour raised in this State, in order to
the American People ; conceiving that, in t ie |
Monday, jan 25.
'j the whole ses- ! adoptedi’by'the'General
by the^General Assembly
Assembly ofof North
North saV
save
e as
asfar
faras
aspossible
possiblethe
the necessity
necessity of
of going
going
speak
only
during./
1 IX A*
I 1 • V two
V » T VZ hours,
• 1 KZ
existing siluation of'the two countries, n w^s [
elected Senator ■ «I
~
■ subject
object of “ incendiary pub,v«7Zw”
to a/v... York m
to Mill.
But me
the non.
Hon. gentleman ......
from -----Massa- i; Carolina,
...............
, Jon the
vj( ......( hlc
S1OIK
essential that each Government should muy
Air. r/wmg, — ---_
sion . jiui
Read «*»»«
and referred
motion
of Mr. Mildram,-. Ordered,
and
h!s .. »<-riiisrn
. chuselts» i.<iu
had already,
cationS.’”” Ivc««
— Illinois,
----, appeared
, ,
uncwnv. during
..uinig the seven weeks n
lications.
---------to the commit- ! On
- -----—
. . lhat
.
comprehend the intentions of the other. This ..
from
... -----------r««nlmion8
J
uni.nportunt
resolutions were adopt
a'1«!»- ,7'7,“ ’nt session,
spoken about twenty Iee w|>0 have under consideration the report the committee on Accounts inquire into the
consideration appeared to me paramount to Several
e.l.
'
Bills
to
increase
the
Engineer
corps
and
;
ot
epr..
.
^
therth
(;nilem|i|i
res0
|
ves
u
lhe
sal
„
e
subject
Irom
expediency
of
furnishing
cities,
townsand
expediency
of
furnishing
cities,
towns
and
, eu. digs io increase iuv
....... .
all others. You have judged ollie,’vv*^
i
___ with LLmba
_ '
■”...................
the question of recep-!So,,th Carolina?
. /'plantations
blanks Iinnn
upon ivhinli
which trt
to make
t the Topographical Engineer
corps
were or- ifiiC'ri^mdS
; hours,
and you have thought.that, whatever n 1&h
i dered to be engrossed for a third leading.
against the
°
| The report of the Land Agent was receiv- out their accounts
----------------- State.
■
be the importance of a coinmuiu ,.
’
i On motion of Mr. Davis, Ordered, That a
Mr. Benton’s resolutions relative to P'epara- I lion
The Chair decided that the question was edj and 500 copies ordered to be printed,
was proper, before receiving it, o
<
>
¡joint select Committee be raised, consisting
for defence were taken up, and Mi. I¡debatable, and that the gentleman from;
whether the form in which it came to you nous
rd addressed the Senate on the sub i "TUrX*‘proimeded to ad- |
l of one from each county on the part ofihe
THURSDAY, JAN. 28.
cessary
were
strictly accordant with the usages ne- Somhar
men
...... ........ .
Message from the Governor, transmitting a I House, to hear Joe Sockabasin, on the sub
cessary, in your opinion, to be observed in di_ _____
<’ transactions with tl.p
input,
j dress
the House_ inj support of the motion, repOr^ an(| resolutions of theGeneralAssem- ject of the complaints of himself and his
plomatic
the CJavprntnent
Governtnen iue
nt.
' that the petition be received. He stated the bJy op georgia, on the movemeiitsofnorth- tribe, and report thereon to the House ;
of the Republic. I will not insist farthei. I
' Messis. Davis, Shaw, Holmes of Alfred. Cun
TUESDAY, JAN. 26.
! circumstances under which the petition was ern abo|jfionists. Read and referred to the
have fulfilled all the duties which appeared
to be prescribed for me, by the spirit of rec-1 The Vice President
to the. sent to him. He was requested not only to corninittee who have under consideration ningham, Waite, Sproule, Stanley, Hinds,
—--------..............cominunicated
Bridges, and Mears, were appointed on the
, p,.esent lt( b,lt to support its pniyer.-He those fron) North and South Carolina.
onciliation in
conjunction
with the
Senate a memorrial from the Senate
,u
VW..,«.
—......... •
to ............
have it,------peferred and
Orde,.edj That the Committee on Banks I part of the House.
to an
all communications from my Hobse
of Representatives
due bv me to
noosn ui
.— ol
- the blale Ot ,. wished ...
. a report made
. .
,
Mr. Parris of Buckfield, from the ComtnitH, Wlt
„ ^ a v¡ew l0 convince
c-“ ".................................
Government; and nothing more remains for > Michigan, praying the consideration of the
the petition- 'and Banking be directed to inquire into thei
I tee on Elections, made a report in the case of
than to express my
deep
regret
that
the
c
|
a
¡
ins
to
b
e
recognized,
aud
admitted
as
one
¡
....
.
.............
,k«ir
views
were
erroneI
ers
themselves
that
their
views
were
erroneex
ediencV
o
f
limiting
the
term
of
maturity
...j --^r
o. —«
' claims
. .------ ./• . oi. _ ÍT..I....
me, l,,<
J.
-i
.
r-~<
I ous. He wished all the considerations which oftnotes bd]s of exchange, or any other pa-•I Jesse Rowell and Ephraim Weeks of Jeffer
misunderstanding between the two Govern- optbe States of the Union,
son, accompanied with a resolve, vacating the
c«u v OM
...... .should
......... be kept
•
, j
Mr.
Hendricks moved to refer the memori-;
House in denying the prayer
by ’ banks
up,
j
meats, already so seriom
which involve the a
to the
tbe 8pec¡n| committee which had charge {)f
t‘ition to
m the most
Oj.(Jer of nf;(¡ce on petition of Isaac MerrillI seat of Mr. Weeks, and granting a seat to
of the petition
to be
be presented
pr
al, .to
not by weiiahtv
’ . difficulties
’
’
. ‘7 of the two conn- : of the |ntttiHage of the President of the United ;
......
. Portland
at to the N. Jesse Rowell.
' et ids. for
a railroad from
powerful manner.
interests and the dignity of the two comiThe question upon the passage of the re
tries, but by questions of form, as uncertain in guiteg on lhe subject, and that it be received
Mr. Miller moved that the motion to re Hampshire line.
tine ’
solve, was taken by yeas and nays, and
‘their
i— »nnl.«n-,
the memorial of individuals alone, which ceive the petition be laid on the table, which
doubtful
in
applicaas
their principle as
lhe Resolve was adopted by the following
FRIDAY, JAN. 29.
retai to.
w.
.
-j was decided in the affirmative without a i
! was agreed
vote, after some remarks by Mr. Hamlin in
““I’have the honor, sir, to renew to you the
Senate
resumed
the
consideration
ot
The
President
being
absent,
the
Senate
was
'
i The C----------count.
,
• •
c
favor of and Mr. Sproule against it.
__
____
_
____
‘
,
Mr.
Southard
con

called
to
order
by
the
Secretary,
and
on
moi
Mr.
Adams
then
presented
a
petition
from
,
assurances of my high cons'd“""^EOT. i Mr. Benton’s resolutions.
Yeas.__York,— P. Chadbourn, J. Chase,
cluded his remarks, and on motion of Mr.!! sundry citizens of Western Pennsylvania,; tion of Mr. Clark a Committee consisting ot,
White lhe subject was postponed to the next I praying lhe abolition of slavery in the District j Messrs. Clark, Severance and Allenwasjip-■ i F. Cogswell, W. Cook, J. Dam, R. Dearing,
•Csort and count the votes'Jr., M. Emery, J. Holmes, T. C. Lane, A.
day. After an executive session the Senate of Columbia.
No. 12.—M. Pageot to Mr. Forsyth.
pointed, to receive,’ .............
‘ ' 1,..! ii Lei„|llon> J. Lord, T. Lord, R. M’Intire,S.
.
8011 nn - .: • ‘ * ‘------Mr. Glascock protested against the course for President pro tern., who having attended ,
adjourned.
[translation.]
taken by Mr. Adams,and charged upon him to that duty, reported the whole number m be Mildram, T. W. O’Brien, J. G. Perkins, T.
Washington, January 2, I8db.
Shaw, &c.—105.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 27.
the purpose of agitating the House, and pro
To the Hon. Mr. John Forsyth,
Xays.—York,—R. Cousins, E. Dean, A.
21
voking the members from the south.
John
C.
Talbot
had
I
The
bill
making
additional
appropriations
Secretary of State :
¡me »»m
..........
........
. •__. .1 ■
, und I'QRicker, &c.—43.
1
'
The question being taken, the motion was
Alexander M’Inlire
SlR ;_I have the honor to announce to j for lhe Seminole war, was read twice ana telaid on the table, yeas 149, nays 45.
Samuel P. Benson
vou that, in consequence of the recall of Mr. I ferred to die committee on Finance.
SATURDAY, JAN. 23.
AiffiMr.Valbot' was declared duly elected.
Mr. J. Q- Adarns immediately rose and
Barton, the King’s Government has given me j
Webster asked for a third readino at
presented another petition for the abolition of
Mr. Wells introduced an order directing
Once
read
and
tomorrow
assigned.
—
BUI
adorders to lay down the character of Charge i lb-is tjnie<
,
.
r.~— -;committee on lhe Judiciary to report a
.....................
j___ inj the District of Columbia from 4UU ditionak respecting manufacturing companies ; the
d’Affaires of His Majesty near the Govern- j
C|ay sajd he should be glad to heai the slavery
general| Actin
a genera
Act in relation to corporations,
He asked the I (repealing an act Exempting from taxation for i biU_-a
ment of the United States. I shall, therefore,! cormnUnications from the Departments read, citizens
cinzens (of Pennsylvania.
lu iW
Jve it. He went on l<>^ply to I limited times manufactories of cotton, wool, u tbat tbey niay sue and be sued, have a comimmediately begin the preparations for my i in order l0 see whether they ^ave„ ....^
anyac- nuuBC
jqouse t0
recei
No dou
doubt,
,be ar
argurneut
gnmetit c.
of theogentleman
from Ga. . (Mi. ! iron and steel ; authorizing the 1st cotigrega- i mon geal
seal,;>”. &c
&c.,
#
return to France : but in the mean time, 11 count of the causes of this war.
No
t, dje
-.-.„..„I „imj.
in the
thp town
town of Kittery to sell I| Mr. Parris, from the committee on Electhink proper io claim the protection of the ; whlltever may have been the causes, H was Glascock,)
a‘S was «miva^ I tional
parish in
’ tions, made a report in the case of Mr. Haynes
F/xitprtl
1
parsonage land.
Federal Government
Government during
during the
the period
period which
which necegSary to put an end to the war itself by menl|y, that a refusal to leceiv
I and Mr. Noyes, of the classed towns, Eden
1 may consider it necessary to remain in the n tbe possible means within our power. But lent t0 the denial of the right o pe i io .
Mr. Mann followed, and remarked, with
! and Trenton, in favor of Mr. Noyes, on the
SATURDAY, JAN. 30.
I may cons ue
it was a condition, altogether without prece
United States.
,
Parsed to be enacted-Act authorizing the ! ground that
votes marked with red ink,
some’point and severity, upon the agitating
I have the honor to be, with the most dis dent, in which the country was now placed.
i
. . Adams.
»a..
The o
gentletv Commissioners of York to lay out a counted against Mr. Noyes at the second tual,
most a war was raging with the most rancorous course
’3V pursued
UUIBUVM by Mr. ---------------,
tinguished consideration, sir, your i
a nL?s\co river
! ^ould have been rejected as having “ distia----said, might p.c®«.
present
his
........
- petitions,
humble and obedient servant^ pAG^0T
I violence withm our borders ; Congress had |nan< he sa(a, . rmgin
.
.
. •
------------ ...---------- to .rj
been in session nearly two months, durmg nnd discharge his duty lo^eonstmientsm l°On motion of Mr. Severance, Ordered,! guishing marks” upon them, contrary to the
that respect^ without making an abolition That the Secretary of State be requested to requisitions of law—counting those voles
which time this conflict was raging , yet ot
the causes of the war, how it was produced, speech upon each separate petition as he pre make out in tabular form a list of all the in-i there was no choice
No. 13.—Mr. Forsyth to M. Pageot.
»Q/i /.nllp«-pq academies, seminaries or I Report laid on the table.
if the fault was on one side or on both sides, sented it. The question in all its depth and
Department of State.
breadth, was already before the House, and h?TXdsIn this State, with the amount of | Ordered, That the committee on Fmance,
in
short,
what
had
lighted
up
the
torch,
Con

Washington, jan. 2, 1836.
□ns of the M
ived from the Legis-1 b„ instructed to Ascertain and report to this
gress was altogether uninformed, and no m- under discussion, upon the resolutlo[ls„oti._
from that of, House whether a State Tax may no be disM. Alphonse Pageot, &c.
i quiry on the subject had been made by either gentleman from Maine. It was, ttherefore, | ioiwnons they
Sir
I have the honor to acknowledge
T Mas^’chnseu's before the separation; desig- pensed with for the ensuing year ; tf not at
than ag
i branch of the Legislature.
He should be unnecessary for any other purposeB,l,an
your note of this day’s date, in which you
sutne the
the «■’“cht“““nou„t
In011ey and the amount1 the present tune, at what time it may bed»itation, for the gentleman to consume
.
.
announce that you have the order of your• glad if lhe chairman of the Committee on 1 time of the House, and raise debates on each natimi thè amount in ...---- j in
land,
the
date
of
each
donation, the date of pensed with,
Finance, or of the Committee on Indian At-,
U1 UIC
.............,
Government,
given iniay.aside
consequence
*he
Mr-'Barom;.»
Um cb=
or .my mm else, would .Ml h„fthe pelilions, ffiai he m.ghl bu
cub the incorporation of each college, &c. and the
MONDAY, JAN. 25.
16 On motion of Mr. Howard, the motion of state of the funds of each by the ast returns.
of Charge d’Affaires of the King of France
and to whom the blame of it was to be charOn motion of Mr. Jewett, Orderefl, rbat
c motion
........... of Hamlin of Hampden, .OrderOn
near the Government of the United States.
reception was laid on the table.
the Committee on Manufactures be instruct- 1 ed, Tbat tbe comrnittee on the Judiciary be
The protection of the Federal Government is g<Mr Webster replied that he could not give
Mr. Cushing presented several petitions ed to inquire into the expediency of an addi- plstrUcted to inquire into the expediency of
due, and will, of course, be extended to you,
any answer to the Senator from Kentucky. from inhabitants of Massachusetts, »praying
io ¡n tional act in relation to manufacturing com- s0 altering lhe law, that inali cases where
during the time necessary for your prepara It was as much a matter of surprise to him, the abolition of slavery and the slave
tradethe
m I panics, making the private property of slock- bolb p|ainliff and defendant shall desire, they
Zked
tions to return to France.
holders in such corporations liable in all ca- may be permitted to plead specially,
as to any one, that no official communication the District of Columbia, and
lam sir, with great
had been made to Congress of the causes of House to receive them. He proceeded brief ses of deficiency of tbe capital stock, to pay i
------bedient servant,
JOHN FORbY 1H.
the war. All he knew on the subject he bad ly to state his views of the question of recep the debts to an amount equal to their stocK. |
Tuesday, jan. 26.
gathered from the gazettes. It probably tion, for he did not intend, he said, to give a
Order of notice on petition ot
On motion of Mr. Ward well of Penohscot,
SEMINOLE WAR.
grew out ofihe attempts to remove these In rambling dissertation on slavery.
Gerrish et als. for renewal of charter 01 rwi-, Ordered> Tbat tbe comniiuee on the JudiciaMr. Hammond moved that the motion ot i
The Indian war continues in Florida and dians bevond the Mississippi.
tery Point Bridge.
n rv be instructed to inquire into the expedienreception
be
laid
on
the
table,
which
was
the most barbarous atrocities are daily com
Mr. White expressed his regret that he
Petition of Edward Smith et a!s. tor à .
repealing the law whereby inn-holders
rail
road
from
the
New
Hampshire
line
to
i .and
* . other
. H persons are licensed
------- - ---------u spirit
mitted by the hostile savages. Information could add nothing to the information given agreed to without a count.
to retail
Mr.
Cushing
rose
and
presented
another
from Fort King, was received by the Secre on this subject.
He knew nothing of the
liquors.
^ Resolve for purchasing 420 copies each of uous
'
tary of War at Washington on the ]6th Jan. causes ofihe war, if it commenced in any lo petition of the same purport from sundry in
Papers received from the Senate and dis
of the murder of Lieut. W. Thompson, In cal quarrel or not.
second and third volumes of Fairfield s Re
habitants of Mass.
posed ofin concurrence.
Mr. Hammond objected to its reception.
dian Agent, his Secretary Clement Smith,
ports—read once and Monday assigned.
Mr. Benton made a few remarks expressive
On motion of Mr. Emery of Montville,Or
Mr. Cushing spoke, at length, in support
and several others, within a mile oi the tort, of his ignorance of the cause of lhe war.
MONDAY, FEB. 1.
'dered that the Committee on the Judiciary
of
its
reception,—taking an elaborate and able
The
bill
was
read
a
third
time
and
passed.
on the 4lh Jan.
,
be instructed to inquire into the expediency
Mr. Benton’s resolutions were then taken view of the question of reception, asconnectThe President has issued an order by ex-1
Bill to incorporate the China Steam Mill of so changing the law, that a woman who
press to the Commander of thf _F°rce.®,
up, and Mr. White addressed the Senate for ed with the right of petition.
Company was read a second time.
; has a notorious drunkard for a husband may,
Mr. Garland, of Virginia, replied at some
Georgia, directing him to proceed forthwith to two hours. The Senate then adjourned.
The 3d section of the bill provides that tn
length. His main argument was that the case of any loss or deficiency ofihe capital. without cost to herself, “give him a Bill of
the scene of massacre.
right of petition was necessarily subject to stock of said corporation, the individual pi op- , divorce.”
THURSDAY, JAN. 28.
,
MOBILE, JAN. 12.
The Act to increase the capital stock of
Mr Clay, from the Committee on Foreign restrictions, in consequence of the nature et ertv of the stockholders shall be liable, and I
Horrid Massacre /-By the mail boat Ma Relations,’reported lhe following resolutions,> our system.
I Maine Bank was taken up and the question
'
,
may be taken to satisfy any claim against
Mr. Hammond expressed an intention to
zeppa, Capt. Carson, arrived yesterday after which lie over for consideration :
said corporation : Provided, that in no case being upon the amendment offered by Mr.
noon from New Orleans, we have received
Resolved, That the President be requested reply to the gentleman from Massachusetts, shall afiy stockholder be liable to pay a sum Chadwick of Gardiner, which went to give
and
the
hour
being
late,
moved
an
adjourn

the painful and distressing intelligence of the to communicate to the Senate, if they be at j
exceeding the amount of his stock and that those not stockholders the preference in subsurprise and massacre of two companies of his command, copies of the expose which ac- ment,
which was carried.
! scribing for the additional stock. Messrs.
,
!hei1rfbr'tLOteiSmCof onTyear,'and no longer, ! Chadwick of Gardiner and Emery of Saco
U.S. troops, under the command of Major companied the French bill of mdemmiy from
Dade, consisting of 112 men, by the Semi the Chamber of Deputies to the Chamber of
TUESDAY, JAN. 26.
e0
thp time he shall have transferred his supported, and Messrs. Richardson and Walton of Portland and Perkins of KennebunkMr. Cambreleng, from the Committee of! from the time he shall
Peers of France, on lhe 27th of April, 1835,
nole Indians.
.
.
St°Mr Benson said if he was not mistaken port opposed.
Major Dade had started with his troops ( and
*
o
f
t
he
Committee,
presentWavs
and
Means,
reported
a
bill
making
an
■
report of ofPeers ou the 5lh of
from Tampa Bay to Camp King, to jmri! and of lhe
he
had been
been matured
matured by
by the
the Com-!
Com-1 The ----------------amendment was rejected 80 to 29.
additional appropriation of $500,000 for the j the sectioni had
Gen Clinch, when on the morning of the I ed
to me
June,
1835vnam
; and, also, a copy of the. original Seminole war. The bill was twice read, and uuueu ».. Maiiufacinres, and introduced into The Bill was then passed to be engrossed.
mittee
on
I
28th Dee. at 8 o’clock, they were cut to pie-' -note, m the French language, from the Duke subsequently considered in committee ot the ! every bill reported by them, and would be so
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 27.
ces. Only three men of the 112 escaped, ! de Broglie io Mr. Barton, under date of the whole, reported—ordered to be engrossed j
introduced hereafter.
Tint
badly wounded, to recount the lamentable j 20ch Oct. 1835, a translation of which was
Mr. Paine of Hallowell made a report
read a third time and passed.
On
Judiciary be instructed ! from the minority of the committee on Elechistory of the butchery of their fellow sol- communicated to Congress with the Presi
the Comm
expediency of providing tions, in the case of Haynes and Noyes, from
dent
’
s
Special
Message
of
the
18th
of
Jan.
WEDNESDAY,
JAN.
27.
d*We do not remember the history of a
to inquire .
• tinenl by the Governor, the classed towns of Eden and TrentonMr. Adams’ Resolution respecting the For andaCouncil of a commissioner or commis-! read, and on motion of Mr. Smith of W
butchery more horrid, and it stands without 1QResolved, also, That the President be re
tification
bill
of
last
session
was
again
taken
an example in the annals of Indian warfare. quested (if not incompatible with the public
“oners in any Slate where it may be deemed | brook,
Col. Twiggs, of the U. S. Army, chartered I interest) to communicate to the Senate a copy up, when Mr. Cambreleng spoke at consider necessary, before whom deeds and other in- i copies
of both reports to be printed.
<
the steamboat Merchant, and started with j oi a note, if there be one, from Mr. Livings able length in vindication of himself, from
An Act additional respecting manufacture?.
strurnents
to
be
recorded
in
this
totate,
may
,
four companies from New Orleans to Tampa ton to the French Minister of Foreign A flairs, certain charges heretofore made against him, be acknowledged, ^d depositions to be used This Act repealed the Act -exempting from
taxation fora limited time, property invested
Bay. Major Belton is now there with the under date ofihe 27th day of April, and cop as having caused the failure of lhe fortifica
tion bill at the last session, and maintained in this State may be taken.
force under his command.
in manufacturing establishments.
ies of any other official note, addressed to Mr.
[Florida papers to Jan. 14, contain details Livingston, during his mission to France, ei“ that the three million amendment was defeat
Mr. Smith of Westbrook, explained the
TUESDAY, FEB. 2.
ed by the Senate.
principles upon which he was in favor of the
of.further ravages by the Seminoles.]
ther to the French Minister of Foreign Af
Passed to be enacted—Act authorizing the
Mr. Reed followed in reply to the gentlefairs or to the Secretary of State, not heielo- ma» from New York, and to the gentleman first congregational parish m Kitteiy to sell passage of the Bill—he considered the ex
Sch. Columbus, Capt. White, of and from
emption of property invested in manufactur
from Massachusetts,(Mr. Adams) contending,’ ±sonage land ; to alter and define the enmBaltimore, bound to St. Martha, was capsized fore communicated to Congress.
Messrs. Grundy and Hill spoke at length at length, that the bill was defeated by the’ S jurisdiction of the Supreme Judicial ing establishments as partial legislation
exempting the rich and taxing the poor. Wi
in a severe gale on Sunday morning last, at on Mr. Bepton’s resolutions, and in reply to ’
6 o’clock. There were several passengers on those gentlemen who had defended the con President and lhe House of Representatives.' ^Finally passed.-Resolve for the purchase had water powers equal to any other State»
Mr.
Hardin
took
the
floor,
and
moved
an
board (which with the crew amounted to 11
and as many inducements for the investment ,
duct of the Senate last year. Mr. Webster
of a Library for the use of the Legislature.
adjournment.
of foreign capital, without exempting it fr°m
in number,) among whom was Capt. White s
then suggested the propriety of an amend
The
Senate
took
up
the
lull
to
prescribe
The House then adjourned.
sister-in-law, with her husband and three
ment, to leave out the word “ surplus before
the mode of choosing electors of President taxation.
children, (one an infant) all of whom were revenue, so as to make it read that so much
Mr. Holmes of Alfred, hoped the Bill
and Vice President of the United States.—
THURSDAY, JAN. 28.
drowned, except Capt. W. and one man— of the revenue as was necessary, should be
would lie on the table ; it was an important
The
resolve
was
passed
by
yeas
and
nays,
who were on the wreck 52 hours.
Mr. J. Q. Adams’ resolution touching the
applied to the purposes of national defence.
Messrs. Benson, Robinson and Severance subject. The question of holding o«1 in'
Norfolk Beacon of 14iA ult.
ducements to Foreign Capitalists, was not wHe wished gentlemen to consider this sub loss of the Fortification bill was debated till
the hour of adjournment, by Mr. Hardin of Voting in the negative.
much a question whether it was liberal or
Mr.
Jarvis,
from
the
Committee
on
Banks,
Capt Morgan, of lhe brig Chatham, at New ject.
Kentucky, and Mr. Evans of Maine.
. the
luc Pe,?alties ior not, as it was whether it was expedientor
reported
a
bill
to
increase
The President sent a Message of an execu
York from Havana, 16th ult. informs that an
passing small bank notes. It
I provides that not. He remembered one case where in
express arrived there on the 12th from Key tive character to the Senate, which may be
FRIDAY, JAN. 29.
■
"
State lost a vast amount of capital from »»
Lil persons holding office under the
Execupresumed
to
relate
to
the
proffered
mediation
West, requesting immediate aid, as the Inol
The debate on Mr. Adams’ motion for an tive’ ofihe Slate shall be removed
from omce
office fact
ved irom
raci that
tuai our
uui laws were illiberal, and those
I of England for the adjustment of tbe dispute
on thel,F!oridIcoeatt"and3had'destroyed one between the United States and
inquiry into the loss of the Fortification bill
New Hampshire liberal; he referred to w
if they receive or oner to passrthe prohibited
.
was resumed, and Mr. Bynum rephed to Mr. bills ; officers or agents of incorporated com case of the factories at Great Falls, iner
'The Senate
then adjourned
of the Light Houses. The American vessels
-----------,.» Mood till Monday.
Wise. Before he concluded, at 1 o clock, the panies offending, to pay a fine of $50 , other the company were desirous of locating»ne
of war, then at Havana, immediately pro
order's ofihe day were called. A large num individuals $5. Grand J«™« »r justices of factories on our side of the river, and won
HOUSE
OF
REPRESENTATIVES.
ceeded to the coast.
,
ber of engrossed bills were read a third time the peace, who neglect to prosecute offences have done so, had our laws exempted tn
The above vessels of war were probably
MONDAY, JAN. 25.
coming to their knowledge are to be fined property for a limited time from taxatmM
and
passed.
______
the Constellation, and St. Louis, both ot
did the existing laws on the other side, «a
The
States
were
called
for
the
presentation
$50 But instead of hmitmg the emission» to we exempted the property so invested
which arrived at Havana on the 9th ult.
I
The
Legislature
of
Illinois
has
made
all
under
$5,
alter
tbe
1st
January
next,
the
of petitions. Massachusetts being called, Mr.
Adams presented the petition of 106 ladies chojce of Mr. John D. Ewing as a Senator bill provides lhat all under four dollars shall j the term of six years, we should then na
We have mentioned the election of the
gained a sufficient amount of taxable ProP,
in
Mansfield, for the abolition of slavery m ) of that gtate in Congress, in place ot Mr. be prohibited, and repeals the exis •«« >»"
Hon. John A. Quitman, a whig, to the office
ty, so much had it been increased, that
the District of Columbia, and moved to refer | j£ane> deceased. Mr. Ewing, like his prede- after that time. It was read and 500 copies
of President of the Senate and Acting Gov
tax for one year would have more than equ
ordered to be printed.
ernor of Mississippi. We now learn, that he it to a select Committee, with instructions to cessor, is a Van Buren man.
led all that would have been lost during t«6
|
report
thereon.
The
proceedings
of
the
day
was elected on the seventh ballot. He had I
years that it would have been exemp *
WEDNESDAY, F1SB. 3.
Reprieve of Spencer.—Isaac Spencer, who
four opponents, Grimball, Bucknor, Cameron ! are thus briefly reported in the Journal ot
Mr. Holmes then went into an ar?UI?eltet
The
bill
repealing
an
act
exempting
inanuwas to have been hung on Thursday last
,
and Henderson, all of them whigs. The Commerce.
| show, tbat where foreign capital was nm S
...........
........
.
facturing
companies
from
taxation,
was
ta-1
Mr. Hammond moved that the petition be for the murder of McPhetres, has_beenreRuckerites made no shovy of fight.
I into the State, whether taxed or n°» .
prieved by the Governor and Council until ken up.—Mr. Jarvis moved to amenc y pr^^
y. W3eren
«<»...•in the vjcinlt
vicinity
where it was
invest
Louisville Ky. Journal.
not read.
.
Mr. Adams proceeded to give his reasons the
25th
of
February
.-Bangor
Courser.
vl
di„g
for
j*Lita1
the25th of February.—Bangor Courier.
I were
were benefited
benefited by
byit,it,and
and not
notmade
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partial
legislation
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encourage
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E
manner. He was engaged in making some
got to be this’:—first we
experiment in chemistry with phosphoric ether,
•’ next, the Journal is read ; and, then, we have repressing the hoatdmesof the Sei
or prussic acid, which exploded, and scatter
' a
» speech from
frnm the gentleman
ffentleman from Ma
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Mr. Evans’ Speech.—The Washington'
Excellent!—We noted, very briefly, the
exempting it for a limited time froni taxation
HYMENEAL
correspondent of the Boston Atlas thus otjier day, the fact that the leaders of the ri
—that it was for the mutual benefit of rich
val factions of Wolf and Muhlenberg, in
speaks of the speech of Mr. Evans, of this
and poor.
MARRIED
—
In North Kennebunk-port, on
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY
6,
1836.
Pennsylvania,
had
4
kissed
and
made
friends,
’
Mr. Hamlin of Hampden said he was fully
State, on Mr. Adams’resolution relative to the and that the Wolves had eaten up theiradver- Thursday evening last, by Rev. Mr. Wells of
of the opinion that the present law, regula
United States and France.—The ru loss of the appropriation bill, in the United saries. The managers are getting up coun this town, Mr Henry Richardson, merchant,
ting the taxation of corporations was wrong
mor that the British National vessel, which States House of Representatives, on the 28th ty meetings now, to ratify the union. A let of Orono, to Miss Lucy M. Eaton ofNorth
in principle and detail. He hop<ed the bill
Kennebunk-port.
ter before us gives us an amusing account of
would pass, as it was founded in justice and arrived at Norfolk on the 23d ult., brought ult.
one
of
these
Union
and
Harmony
meetings
in
despatches to the British Charge de Affaires,
equality, in his opinion.
OBITUARY
Mr. Evans of Maine succeeded Mr. Hardin
Mr. Holmes of Alfred said he rose to move I instructing him to offer the mediation of the on the floor. The speech of Mr. Evans on Fayette county. After the meeting, compos
ed of both branches of4 the Democracy,’ had
DIED—In Bath, on the 26th ult. Mrs. Marga
that the bill lie on the table till to-morrow,
Government of Great Britain, in the dispute this occasion was decidedly the crack speech assenibled and organized, and while á Van ret, wife of Col. Peter. H. Green.
and be made the order of the day. He was
of
the session.
It is pronounced so by good 3uren committee were preparin g a set of res
of
session.
'4,
In Haverhill, Mass. Mr. Caleb Greenleaf, aged
not prepared to say that he was wholly and between the Governments of France and the {judges on both sides ;and before he had con76, a Revolutionary pensioner.
olutions
4
to
order,
’
Mr.
Austin,
a
Wolf
man,
decidedly against the bill ; but there were ob United States, appears to be credited in all eluded it, a subscription paper was handed addressed the meeting in favor of Harrison,
5HEKZJ
jections to it. The doctrine of being poor quarters. The Boston Daily Advertiser & round, containing demands for some thous
and
set
down,
amid
the
cheers
of
die
audi

SHIP
NEWS.
in order to be virtuous, however true in the
and copies. It will prove a safe antidote to ence. When the Committee reported the
abstract, was not very generally practised] Patriot ot Thursday last says, a letter, from a
KENNEBUNK, FEB. 6, 1836
the aspersions of Mr. Adams.
Van Buren resolutions, Mr. Austin moved to
most
respectable
source,
was
received
in
Bos

upon. He believed we had none of us any !
Mr. Evans alluded to the suspicions of col strike out Van Buren and Johnson, and insert
MK MO R A N D A
very serious objection to having a little prop-1 ton the day previous, dated Washington, lusion and concert between the gentleman { Hai.Hsoh an(j Granger.
Mr. McCleary, a
i Harrison and Granger.
erty through fear that we might be a little : January 30, which state^ that “ the mediation
Ar. at Edgartown, 28th ult. brig Brutus, Gould,
from New York and him from Massachu-1 Muhlenberg man, seconded the motion, and
40 days from Porto Rico for Kennebunk, (or
wicked. And the idea that manufacturing |
setts, in bringing
I..... ----- this~ subject.
■ _..... before
.......the | came dow^ fkmn’hi^ Maraud decided’ that
Boston) with loss of some of her sails, having
establishments were to make the 44 rich rich of Great Britain has been accepted, and the House. He said that the gentleman from N. I
er and the poor poorer” was without founda despatches were sent off yesterday.” The Ad York had attempted to makeup a false issue. | although he had always been a Jackson man, been blown off the coast.
At Havana, 9th ult. brig Perseverance, Burn
tion. A site had been purchased in the town vertiser adds :—44 A letter of the same date, He had labored to prove that the Senate bad and now believed him one of the greatest
ham, New York, next week.
of Sanford by a wealthy company, under the from an administration Senator, states the defeated the Three Million Appropriation. men in the country, he was not for Van Bu
ren, and would support Harrison on the same
encouragement held out to them by our law
This fact was not controverted. The Senate principle ¡that he supported Jackson. The
Kcal Estate for Sale.
exempting for a limited time the property in-1 same fact, with regard to the Mediation hav avowed and gloried in it.
The true issue, result was, that the Van Buren resolution^
vested from taxation. And he would ask his ing been accepted.”
which the gentleman from New York had e- were voted down 44 all hollow,” and the meet
ffflHE subscriber offers for sale
friend from Sanford if the citizens of that
The nature of the mediation proposed has vaded, was, how was the Fortification bill ing broke up with a hurrah for old Tippeca
-®his Dwelling-house, (a two
town were all afraid of being made poor by
lost.
Mr.
Bevans
went
on
to
establish
by
in

not yet transpired. By the following para
noe 1—?V. Y. Com. Adv.
story L. house, 44 by 41 feet,)
such a corporation. He would ask his friend
controvertible
evidence
the
well
known
facts
Barn, Stable and five acres of
from Saco if the poor in vicinity of that town graph, which appeared in the London Morn in relation to that bill, and he was eminently
The Spy in Washington writes thus to the Land adjoining, situated in Alfred, about & a
were made poorer on account of a factory . ing Chronicle (Government paper) on the successful in this undertaking. In reply to
New York Courier and Enquirer.
mile from the village, on the road to the
tiiere.
there, He
r knew, even in the town where hei j^jth December last, ten days prior to the parts-.ofMr, Adamsrspeech, he was naturally
In my letter of the 16th iiist. 1 state that 44 Shaker’s Village,” so called. For further
lived, fifteen .nilee distant the benefit ot sa
«¡nta|oon from Falmouth,- compelled to say some Very severe things.—
when
the Clerk of die Senate, announced to particulars apply to the subscriber on the
that manufactory were experienced—leal es»
tate was worth 'more-the farmer could sell ' which is supposed to be something more than His peroration was singularly fine, and he the President the rejection of Air. Taney, he premises.
ANDREW NOBLE.
concluded in something like the following replied—'That 44 it was past twelve o’clock,
Alfred, February 2, 1836.
his beef, pork and mutton for more. He had . g mere editorial lucubration—it is conjectured strain :
and he would receive no message from the
supposed, and he still sujiposed that there
goine 0| our coten|pora,.jes
t|]e metpia.
44 Mr. Speaker ; in the course of the remarks ¡ ---------- scoundrels.” In debate, on Saturday,
’9881 ‘9 ¿«BfMqoj ‘^unqauuayj
was such a thing as a baigain foi the
: tjon proposed by England consistsofa definite which were made the other day by the gen-1 Mr. Wise referred to this fact. The passage
•CRIVniH d IASI
benefit of both parties. He might sell and
1 ‘
J
°
tieman from Massachusetts, he indulged in ; of the pending resolution will open a wide
•saiou poAoadde .10 qseo joj mo(
be benefited, and the purchaser be benefited at | proposition, an acquiescence in which will
frequent allusions to a printed speech in the ; Held for inquiry, and test the truth of this and X.ioa pjos aq jpM qoiqM ‘suianed jua.ia.yip jo
the same time. Mr. II. spoke at some length
virtually, a termination of the dispute, National Intelligencer, which purported to | other statements. ‘
. I take it for granted that ‘ S 3 ill V 11 J 3 H I J
S3 A OXS
in relation to the amount of manufacturing
tjje c]auses printed in italic contain hnvA
Spnntp a
it z!nv
AT..., L>..................
have hppn
been rlplivprpir!
delivered in
in thp
the Senate
day nr
or the Van
Buren party will support Mr. Adams.
jo juotuLiossB a&uq
capital in New Hampshire, and the manner i
two before by a distinguished Senator. That The consequence will be a developement of
it had been obtained. In the towns of Exe the terms of the compromise.
•ssautsnq aaojg pue uij, aqj oj seat)
Senator was one whom his friends had been scenes that will astonish the American peo
ter, Dover, Newmarket and Somersyvorth, all
The only medium that now exists for an endeavoring to elevate to the highest office in
-ua.tdde se ‘a^a jo sjboX uaajxis pua uaaj -jr
ple. Let the committee send for the Clerk
within 50 miles, there was five or six millions. arrangement between France and America, the gift of the people. His friends will ad
-.moj uaa.uiaq 4spv[ OAiwe aa.iqj .10 OMUU
of the Senate and examine him, and others
Their laws were once liberal but now strict, is the Government of this country. We are here to him nor fail in their support.
But that will be named, under oath, as to the re
for the reason that they already had as much happily upon terms of cordial friendship with whatever hope they may entertain of eleva
ply of the President, when Mr. Taney’s re
capital as they wanted.
He believed weI, both parties, and cannot be supposed to have ting him to that responsible station, much
needed more—that we now had more la- ; any wish to see the honor of either injured in rather would they that his sun should now jection was announced. Let them call be
fore them Mr.—------ who sat near Mr. Cambor and less capital than many other States,!i .i r. affajrt ft becomes,,
becomes, therefore, the duty of fall at once from its zenith, than that he, after
M. LORD has just received a supply
breleng, after fre returned from the Commit
and we might well have more capital with onr Government to assume the character of enjoying the highest honors which can be
of New' Goods, which are offered for
tee
of
Conference,
and
at
the
moment
when
less labor. And we must obtain this capital arbitrator between them—to assume it upon bestowed upon an American citizen, should
sale on very favorable terms.
Mr.
Van
Buren,
and
Mr.
Forsyth
spoke
to
in the same manner that New Hampshire noground of superiority, or upon any ground ever be left in his old age to become the vic
Kennebunk, Jan. 29, 1836.
had—by liberal laws. Mr. H. closed his re whatever save that of the most disinterested tim of disappointed ^mbition, deserting the him. Mr.--------- beard distinctly, the remark
that
was
made,
as
these
three
honorable
gen

marks by moving that the whole subject lie amity towards the two nations, and our deep friends that have sustained him, and the prin
Cheese.
ou the table till to-morrow, and be made the anxiety for the preservation of the general ciples upon which they have done so, and tlemen were about retiring. Mr.--------- com
UST received and for sale a quantity of
municated to me the next da/ (March 4th,
peace. Under all the circumstances, and in throwing off the armor of Achilles, which
order of the day.
Cheese, of a very superior quality, by the
1835,) what he had heard, and he is a man of
It was postponed by a vote of 76 to 46.
the character just described, our Cabinet none but he coidd wear, like the perjured
subscriber.
I honor and veracity, hi a word, the inquiry
would be justified in stating on one hand to Smon. introduce the wooden horse within ,VOuld be both interesting and amusing, if the
WILLIAM LORD.
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that of France, that the latter ought to pay the the walls of the city he had defended—leav- j e8U|t could be confined to the people of the
Kennebunk, Jan. 29, 1836.
Mr. Smith of Westbrook called for the or money on Mr. Livingston's first explanation ; ing himself in his declining years to 'the deri- l| Jnited States. I fear, however, that it will
der of the day—the bill repealing the law ex and on the other hand, to that oj America, that sion of his enemies and the melancholly pity of '
bold up to the scorn and derision of the
empting certain manufacturing companies , the President ought officially to give the sane- hisfriends.
OR sale by the subscriber Gennessee
world, not only some of those who fill high
from taxation.
' | tion of his authority to Mr. Livingston's explaFlour, and Corn.
places, but. the institutions of our country.
Mr. Hobbs then spoke at length and with \nation. Such a course would be the right
Companies of volunteers were setting off But let the investigation proceed, regardless
WILLIAM LORD.
much ability on the subject, in opposition to {one on both sides ; it would stand the test of
Kennebunk, Jan. 29,1836.
for Florida, from many towns in the adjoin of consequences. The Administration have
the bill.
: history, and defy the cavils of the discontentMessrs. Lane and Tobin spoke in favor of! ed, who are eager for a war at nil hazards, ing States, at the last accounts. Their as commenced it, let them not shrink from 44 the
COFFEE.
rod that is in soak.”
the billMr. Chadwick spoke against and of-1 Should our anticipations of a pacific issue to sistance will be gladly received by the
BAGS primp COFFEE, for sale
fered an amendment, which struck out all af- these misunderstandings, be unfortunately Whites at the seat of war, who have suffered'
Louisiana Senate.—The Legislature of
ter the enacting clause, and inserted a suhsti-I not realized—should a law of reprisals be
WILLIAM LORD.
greatly from the aggressions of their savage Louisiana on the 11th ult. made choice of
lute which went to exempt, corporations of' passed in America, which we should hear of
Kennebunk, Jan. 29, 1836.
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of which it will not be possible for us to re- {]pose them successfully.
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ILL find in the use of the ALBION
Perkins. Ricker—120.
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' ” be under pton, on the evening of the 29th ult. About
of affording- complete protec- i 400
t
Nays.— York—Dean, Emery,
Holmes, the
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CORN PLASTER, one of the
Election of Senator in Mississippi.—We
persons attended. Mr. Van Buren was
lion to our merchantmen, and consequently i
Leighton, J. Lord, Shaw—46.
for the Presidency—one member learn by a most respectable correspondent, most efficacious remedies known for that
of augmenting our naval force without delay. nominated
1
(says the Washington Globe,) that Robert J. troublesome coinplaint, as
hundreds or
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only dissenting.
Walker was elected Senator of the United thousands can, and are ready to testify, to its
A reference of the dispute to the English
On motion of Mr. Holmes of Alfred, Or
The last Tuesday of the present month has States, by the Legislature of Mississippi, on having answered a better purpose than any
dered that the committee on the Judiciary, be : Government, as umpire, both parties agreeing
the 9th ; the letter states he was elected on
thing they had ever used. This application
instructed to inquire into the expediency of: to abide her decision, may perhaps have been ■ been designated for the holding of Simulta the first ballot.
providing by law for obtaining lands for bu-! proposed, in which case, though the adjust- { neous Meetings, by the friends of Temper
never causes the least pain, although it sof
rying grounds without the consent of the .
The Vice Presidency.—Judge P. P. Bar tens the Corn and draws it out by the roots.
rnent of the difficulties existing between the ance, throughout the world.
owners, when such consent cannot be obtain- {
bour has declined the nomination of the It gives immediate ease as soon as applied,
ed, by paving an equivalent therefor.
I two nations will not he so promptly accom
T
he Documents accompanying the Presi State Rights Party in Georgia, to the office of and is as thorough as it is gentle in its effects.
Mr. Parris called up the case of contested . modated, there is no room to doubt that
Vice President.
REMARKABLE CURES!
election, between John M. Noyes and William they will be speedily arranged, in a manner dent’s 44 Special Message” to Congress will
Mr. Tyler of Virginia has accepted the
Qf/^A genlleitnan near Greenfield writes :
Haynes, both claiming seats in the House
be found in our columns to-day. They will nomination to the same office by the Whig
satisfactory to both parties.
44 It has cured a Corn, which for years had
from the District composed of the towns of;
abundantly repay an attentive perusal.
convention of .Maryland.
Eden and Trenton in the county of Hancock, j
caused me inconceivable pain and trou
If the statements in the following extract
The discussion was continued until the hour from a letter from Washington, dated 30th
The population of the State of New York
The Governor of Maryland in his message ble, ¿after trying various other remedies ;)
of adjournment without taking the question.
in 1835, according to a census taken by order to the Legislature of that State recommends and having received such relief myself,!
ult.,
are
correct,
the
President
has
accepted
Petitions presented and referred—Of S.
the passage of a law making the city, town i advise all, however obstinate the complaint,
Wood et als. to be incorporated as the Pat the mediation conditionally. This would al of the State Legislature, was 2,174,517. or village, in which property may be des-j to make trial of the Albion Corn Plaster,
In
ronsand Trustees of the Maine Pattern Farm ter the appearance of things a little, and would Males, 1,102,658 ; Females 1,071,859.
troyed by a Mob, liable lo the sufferers for and I have no doubt they will soon be as
and Manual Labor High School ; of M. Ma render the prospect of an immediate adjust crease in 5 years 255,385—13 1-4 per cent. the damages they may sustain.
ready to express their gratitude as I am.”
son Jr. et als. for a Canal from Androscoggin
There has been a diminution of the colored
An Agent, in writing for a further sup
river to Long Pond ; of J. Granger et als. for ment of the trouble less flattering.
M. Pageot, and the whole of the French ply of the Albion Corn Plaster, observes—
44 Conjecture is still busy upon the subject population since 1830. The number of pau
a rail road from Baring to Bog Brook in Cal
Legation sailed from New-York on Wednes
ais ; of J. Gardiner et als. for a railroad from of the recent offer of mediation tendered by pers has increased in 10 years, from 5610 to
“ I have made sale of all you sent me, and
day morning, 27th ult. in the packet ship Po
Hallowell quarries to Kennebec river ; of D. England. It is understood that no definite 6821.
find the article Ko be all it professes to be,
land,
for
Havre.
Laue et als. for same from Belfast to Gardi terms of settlement have been proposed, but
as those who have used it find it to prove
that the English Government has simply sig
The Portland Advertiser states that the
ner.
The Army & Navy Chronicle, says the the best article for corns they have ever
nified its willingness to be the medium
through which the controversy may be ami Mercury, at the observatory in that city, on frigate Columbia will be launched at the met with.
SATURDAY, JAN. 30.
Price 50 cents a box with directions.
cably adjusted, and a satisfactory explanation Tuesday morning last, at 7 o’clock, stood at Washington Navy Yard in the course of a
Mr. Holmes called up the subject of the i
| may be made. An answer to this proposal 17 degrees below zero—the coldest for the few days.
-contested election between Mr. Noyes and
has been given by General Jackson, but there season.
THE BRITISH ANTISEPTIC
Mr. Haynes. After considerable debate the
are various reports in relation to the charac
The Texas Commissioners raised a loan of
resolve giving Mr. Noyes a seat passed by
In Norridgewock, on Friday morning of
ter of this answer. Despatches to England
$200,000 in New'Orleans without difficulty,
the following vote—
Renders the teeth beautifully and perma
were, it is believed, transmitted yesterday by last week, the Mercury fell to 32 degrees be and are progressing with other loans.
Yeas.—York—3. Brackett, J. Chase, F.
nently white, embellishes the enamel, re
the bearer of the offer of mediation. General low 0. In Augusta, same morning, 20 de
Cogswell, W. Cook, R. Dearing, Jr. J. Lord,
Jackson has probably given an answer to the grees below.
moves the foetor arising from decayed teeth,
tT. Lord, R. McIntire, S. Mildram, T. W. O’
The letter of the Duke de Broglie was pub
following effect : that he will abide by the ar
usually termed offensive breath, prevents
Brien, J. G. Perkins, T. Shaw, H. Small.—
lished,
says
the
Courier
des
Etats
Unis,
44
by
bitration of England on condition that no aThe Report that the “ Fire King” had the legation of France, in pursuance of or their decay, and tooth ache, eradicates the
104.
pology should be demanded from him. Such
been ‘ blown into a thousand atoms’ proves ders received by their Government.”
Njcis.—York—P. Chadbourne, E. Dean, J.
scurvy from the gums, and imparts a most
a reply would be perfectly characteristic, and
Holmes, T. C.’Lane, A. Leighton, A. Ricker,
desirable sweetness to the breath.
it is the general belief that such was the re to be false. He was alive and fighting at the
—46.
(EO’An experienced druggist pronounces
Rotation.—It is stated that Albion K. Par
ply returned. Whether it will be regarded last accounts from the place of his residence.
Passed to be enacted.—An Act giving
ris of Maine is to be appointed Comptroller this Tooth Powder one of the best he has
by England as congenial with the spirit of
power to the County Commissioners of York
her proposal, and manifesting a reliance upon
The store of Capt. Jabez Woodsum, in of the Treasury—that Shepley is to be Judge ever met with, either Foreign or Domestic.
to lay out a road over Saco River.
the honor and justice of her decisions remains Saco, was entered on the night of the 30th in his place—and that Governor Dunlap is to Price 50 cents.
Papers come from the Senate and were dis
succeed Shepley as Senator.
This is what
to be seen. It has been justly said, that our
ult. and ten dollars in money stolen there the Tories understand by rotation in office—
posed of in concurrence.
quarrel with France, arising as it does from a
O’DR. RELFE’S PILLS
Petitions presented and referred—Of Prince
the gradual promotion of the faithful.
breach of national eiquette, is one peculiarly from.
B. Moore et als, for alteration of law relating
Boston
Allas.
fitted to be settled by the friendly interposi
to Mills ; of Thomas O. Lincoln et als. Trus
For Obstructions, Debility, Hypochon
Rev. Mr. Williams has accepted an invi
tion of a neutral power. It is to be hoped
tees oi Union Academy, praying for aid.
dria, Green Hickness, Giddiness and Pal
that General Jackson has not wantonly de tation from the Unitarian Church and Socie
Collector of Eastport.—In our paper the
stroyed so favorable an opportunity of honor ty in Saco to become their pastor.—Rev. Mr. 15th inst. we stated that Samuel A. Morse of pitation of the Heart, Bad Digestion,
Latest from England.—His Britannic Maj ably adjusting our difficulties.”
Loathing of Food, and Pains of the Stom
Hopkins, recently of Montpelier, Vt. has ac Machias had been appointed Collector of
esty’s despatch brig Pantaloon, Capt. Corry,
ach. The pills purify and promote a brisk
Eastport.
A
friend
at
Washingtan
writes
us
The
Baltimore
Patriot
of
Saturday
says:
—
.arrived at Norfolk, on Saturday morning, in
cepted the invitation of the Congregation
27 days from Falmouth, with despatches for 44 A report was current yesterday afternoon, al Church and Society, recently under the that we were mistaken. The nomination of circulation of the blood, when become slug
Mr. Morse was made to the Senate by the gish and obstructed from the foregoing dis
the Charge d’Affaires of the British Govern said to have been brought by respectable
ment at Washington. We are not, says the passengers from Washington, that the Exec pastoral charge of Rev. Mr. Johnson, to be President. Mr. Jarvis, (M.C.) filed charges orders, revive the regular habits of the un
afterwards with the President, impeaching Mr.
healthy female, whose sickly and pallid
Herald, permitted, of course, to know the na utive had acceded to the mediation. France come their pastor.
Morse's
integrity. The President thereupon
it
was
understood,
had
sanctioned
the
move

ture of them, but rumor, always busy on such
countenance
becomes re-animated, and fresh
The “ New England Chronicle,” an ad recalled the nomination, for Mr. Morse to
occasions, has decided that they relate to a ment of the British Government.”
have a chance of vindicating himself. This ens with the natural glow of restored health.
proffer of the mediation of Great Britain to
The Washington correspondent of the Port ministration journal published at Thomaston, is now understood to be the state of the case. They are equally conducive to the health of
adjust the unfortunate difficulty between land Courier, under date of 30th Jan., says: by Hamlett Bates, has been united with the
But every body who knows Mr. M. has en married ladies, except in cases of pregnancy
France and the United States,
—Much excitement prevails in the city to-day “ Lincoln Patriot,” a paper of the same po tire confidence in his triumphant vindication or Consumption, when they must not be
The Pantaloon left Falmouth 24th Decem regarding the mediation proposed by Eng
of himself. In which event he will not be a- taken.
ber, and brings London papers to the 22d. land. Various opinions are entertained con litical character, published at Waldoborough,
bandoned by the President.
The charges
Price $1 50 per box.
The acceptance by the French Government cerning the intervention. The Secretary of by George W. Nichols. The united paper
ate based upon an old 1821 affair.
,-of the mediation of England, was the current the Navy said yesterday there were points in will be published by Mr. N. and, it is under
(U^None are genuine unless signed T.
Bangor Advertiser.
rumor of the day, to which the Ledger hesi the controversy between France and America
stood, will shortly be removed to Wiscasset.
KIDDER, on the wrapper, {sole Proprietates to give credence.
which the President would submit to no
Only 60,000 hogs have been slaughtered ter, and successor. to Dr. Conway,) by
The French Chambers were to open on power under Heaven. The report, however,
The British National vessel which arrived the present season in Cincinnati, and but few whom they are for sale, at his Counting
the 29th December.
is very general to-day* that the mediation will
at Norfolk, on the 23d ult. from Falmouth, I more to come in. The number slaughtered Room, No. 99, Court street, Boston, and
The genuineness of the speech reported to be accepted.
have been delivered by the Emperor of Rus
Eng. fired a salute on coming into N., which i in ¿the previous year was 152,000, besides by his special appointment, by
! which about 10,000 were brought in by the
James Trimble, Esq. recently died at Harsia at Warsaw, is no longer questioned.
was returned from the flag ship Java.—This { farmers already slaughtered. A steam enJOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
The intelligence from Spain is not impor risburgh, at the age of 81 years» He held the
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
is said to be the first British National vessel 1 gine is about to be introduced for cutting sautant.—Doubts still exist as to the Carhsts hav office of Clerk and Deputy Secretary of the
* .sage meat.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells,
which has visited N. since the last war.
State of Pennsylvania for sixty-nine years.
ing abandonad the siege of St» Sebastiana.
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Out of 125 in the Vermont State Prison,
were in intemperate habits when they
came to the prison, and all of those 73 ac
knowledge, excepting five, directly or indi
rectly, that intemperance influenced them to
commit the crimes, for which they were
committed.
The chaplain of the Connecticut State
Prison states, that “ more than three-fourths
of all the convicts who have been sent to
this prison, have been persons of intemper
ate habits.— Eighty eight, out of the 200,
committed the crimes for which they were
convicted, while under the influence of ar
dent spirits ; and nearly every one of them
involving an act of personal violence, was
committed under the same influence.
No
temperate and industrious follower of a
trade ; no temperate and industrious head of
a family, nor any temperate and industrious
owner of real estate, was found among the
200 convicts of whom enquiry was made.
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Original and select tales, sketches, stories,
“ O Mother, when will morning come ?”
Persons who understand either of the aA weeping creature said ;
arts, sciences, amusements, fashions and
bove branches, and wish to engage in the bu
AS constantly on hand an extensive»,
Ason a wo-worn, wither’d breast
every description of Polite Literature.
siness early in the Spring, will please send
sortmentof
It laid its little head.
HE
selections
will
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made
with
taste
their proposals, or call on the Agent of the
“ And when it does, I hope ’twill be
and
judgment,
from
the
most
celebra

Kennebunk-port Granite and Rail-Road1
All pleasant, warm and bright,
ted and distinguished English, French and
And pay me for the many pangs
Company.
German Periodicals, on a plan that will be al
I’ve felt this weary night.
B. F. MASON, Agent.
once agreeable, entertaining and interesting,
Kennebunk-port, Jan. 13, 1836.
and at such a low price, that it can be ob
“ O mother, would you not, if rich,
Like the rector, or the squire,
tained by every class of readers. This pub
Ship
Burn a bright candle all the night,
lication will be of that nature which will en
Y/U
ANTED
by
the
subscriber
And make a nice warm fire ?
sure its success to every branch of the com
* ’
Ship Timber suitable for a
O I should be so glad to see
munity, and all articles will be of a moral, Among the School Books are the follow
Their kind and cheerful glow
ing :—
w‘
vessel of 280 tons. Small Timber taken as ! pleasing and instructive nature.
O then I should not feel the night
It will be issued on the 15th of every Conversations on Vegetable Physiology •
usual.
So very long, I know.
month, stitched on a colored cover, printed Flint’s Lectures upon Natural History, Genl
WILLIAM GOOCH.
ogy, Chemistry, the application of Steam
Wells,
January
13,1836.
on
good paper, with new and handsome type,
“’Tis true you fold me to your heart,
and interesting discoveries in the Arts '
and contain from forty to fifty large octavo
And kiss me when I cry—
CAREY’S LIBRARY.
valuable work ;
And lift the cup unto my lip
pages, which form at the close of the year
When I complain I‘m dry,
OF
two uncommon large volumes for the small j Hall’s Lectures ; do. do. to Female Teachers*
Across my shoulder your dear arm
sum of THREE dollars per annum, payable | Infant School Manual ; Infant School Card»’
All tenderly is press’d,
1
HEN this work was about commen in advance ; the last number of each volume Juvenile Lyre, for Primary Schools ;
And often 1 am lull'd to sleep
Greek Testament ; Greek Reader;
will
be
accompanied
by
a
beautiful
engraved
HOW TO GET RID OF AN UNPLEASANT
cing, the Proprietors, in their Origin
By the throbbing of your breast.
title page and index. The work will be oc Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
al Prospectus, stated, that their facilities were
COMPANION.
Greek, Latin & French Grammars ;
As a temperance party were travelling very great for conducting a publication of the casionally embellished with splendid draw Recueil Choisi ;
“ But ’twould be comfort, would it not,
ings and engravings.
kind.
The
selections
already
have
given
For you as well as mo,
lately in a stage, a passenger was taken up
great satisfaction. “The Life of Sir James | The advantages arising from the above Charles XII (French ;)
To have a light—to h.tve a fire—
on the road, when immediately, the stage
Perhaps—a cup of tea ?
Mackintosh,” “ Kincaid’s Rifle Brigade,” and i publication will be easily conceived,—con- Nugent’s French Dictionary :
was filled with alcoholic vapors thrown off
I often think I should be well
“ Characteristics of Hindustan,” are works i taining by far a greater quantity of matter American first class book ; National Reader from the lungs of their new companion. that at the same time are interesting and in than could in any other way be brought to Introduction to N. Reader; Young Reader>r
If these things were but so—
For, mother, I remember, once
This, of course, proved a serious interrup structive. Nothing bearing a different char gether in one form and in a regular and Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do. • '
We had them—long ago.
standard manner, which is far preferable to Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
tion to the enjoyment of the party.
At acter shall ever find a place in the Library.
keeping Scrap Books and Albums, or preser Scientific Class Book ;
As
a
proof
of
our
facilities,
we
have
com

length
one
of
the
gentlemen
cried
out,
“
Mr.
“ But you were not a widow then,
ving every piece that is interesting to the Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader ;
menced
in
No.
14,
the
publication
of
a
work
Driver, where did you put that jug of
I not an orphan boy ;
reader
; whereas in the proposed publication, Political Class Book ; English Reader;
of
History
and
Fiction,
by
James
—
received
When father, (long ago) came homo
rum ?” “ I’ve got no jug of rum,” replied
all
can
be preserved alike and in a suitable Academical Speaker ; American Reader •
by
US
ONE
MONTH
IN
ADVANCE
OF
ANY
OTHER
I used to jump with joy,
the driver. “ But you have ; do you think
style
for
binding ; and thus not only do credit Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament’•*
I us’d to climb upon his knee,
publisher. This gentleman is the author of
1 can’t smell «urn ? And it must be that those deservedly popular works, “ Darnley,” to the library of the Philosopher, but add Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
And cling about his nock,
either the jug is broke, ur the stopple is out.” “ D’Lorme,” “ Richelieu,” “ Phillip Augus greatly to the knowledge and amusement of | Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
And listen while he told us tales .
Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
Of battle and of wreck.
The man who had occasioned the trouble tus,” “ Henry Masterton,” “ John Hall,” every branch of the present generation.
A publication on this plan has never been Nuttall’s Botany ; Lincoln’s do.
soon let down the window, and turned his “ Mary of Burgundy,” “ The Gypsey,” &c.
“ O had we not a bright fire then !
Watts on the Improvement of the Maid ;•
face towards the fresh air. “ Does it make The present work will sustain his high repu attempted in New York, although many of a ¡Newman’s Rhetorick ; Blair’s do.;
And such a many friends !
similar
nature
have
been
long
established
in
;
tation.
The
scene
is
laid
in
France,
during
you sick to ride in the stage ?” asked one of
Where are they all gone mother, dear,
j Whelpley’s Compend of History, with questhe reign of its gayest monarch, Henri Qua- our sister cities with great success ; the pub
For no one to us sends ?
the company.—“ Yes,” he replied, <• and
tions;
tre, and is full of those beautiful descriptions lisher therefore begs leave to assure the pub-|I
I think if some of them would come
' Tytier’s
do.
do. with
do.k
always when I can, I keep my head out of
and stirring incidents which characterizes lie, that his arrangements are such that he
We might know comfort now,
the window.” At the next stopping place, his writings. It is entitled
hopes to meet the patronage of an enlighten ! English Teacher ; Mind and ^Matter;
Though of them all, not one could be
Alger’s Murray’s Exercises ; Murray’s Key •
he took his seat outside.
Like him I will allow.
ed and discriminating community.
THOUSAND. Several gentlemen of known literary talent Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane do.; ’
Maine Temperance Herald,
Holbrook’s first Lessons in Geometry ; ’
“ But he was sick, and then his wounds
OR,
have generously tendered their assistance, to
Would often give him pain,
THE DAYS OF HENRI QUATRE. enable the Publisher to accomplish his object Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
“ I have no hesitation,” says Dr. LindsSo that I cannot bear to wish
This work will be completed in advance in commencing the “ Aeta York Lady's Com Flint’s Surveying ; Hale’s do.;
ly, in his prize essay, page 184, “ in assert of the regular days of publication to gratify panion."
Him with us once again.
Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do. •
You say that we shall go to him
Parley’s third book of History ;
ing, that there is no state of the system, our numerous readers, with—what, when
All
those
splendid
sketches
that
have
gain

In such a. happy place—
however exhausted or enfeebled,—no spe they commence, we are convinced they will ed such celebrity in France and Italy, will be Goodrich’s U. S. History, with Emerson’s
I wish it was this very night
questions ;
cies
of malady, however obstinate or un anxiously look for—the Denouement.
translated and re-printed in the columns of
That I might see his face !”
Our extraordinary facilities will enable us this monthly periodical.—The great range of; Webster’s U. S. History ;
yielding, no case of disease, however dan
Walch’s Book Keeping ;
The little murmurer’s wish wai heard,
gerous or appalling, in which ardent spiriit to be always in advance with the works of materials the publisher has already in his Parker’s Exercises in Composition ;
this and many other celebrated authors.
Before the morning broke,
power, together with the assistance offered,
is indispensably necessary, and in which a
He slept the long and silent sleep,
The Library is published weekly, each will enable him to present to the public such Blake’s Natural Philosophy ; Grund’s do.;
substitute, perfectly equal to ail exigencies number containing 20 imperial octavo pages,
From which he never woke ;
a work as he hopes will meet their approba Blake’s Astronomy ; Grund’s do.; Vose’s do.;
of t he case cannot easily be found.”
Above the little pain-worn thing
in a stitched cover. The Literary Chronicle tion, and he asks only for the support to Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do.
The sailor’s widow wept,
Primers—Worcester’s, Wood’s New York,
which accompanies it contains 4 pages, and which the merits of the publication may enti
And wonder’d how her lonely heart
New England, Barnum’s first and second
u Often,” says Professor Mussey, prize is bound up at the completion of each vol tle him.
Its vital pulses kept!
essay, page 60, “ have I witnessed, in fils ume at the end of the work.
((^^Subscriptions received at No. 58, Wall books.
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But she lived on, though all bereft,
of distressing prostration, joined sometimes I
ter’s Primary, Emerson’s National, Introduc
A toil-worn, heart-wrung slave ;
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with great irritability of the nerves, both vance.
And oft she came to weep upon
Or LOUIS A. GODEY, Agent.
%*Post Masters and others becoming a- tion to National, Kelley’s & Marshall’s.
during and after the subsidence of the sever
Her young boy’s little grave.
Dictionaries— Webster’s Octavo &. School;
Philadelphia.
gents
for the work, are required to remit only
ity of acute disease, a far more invigorating
A corner of the poor-houso ground
(£/*Will those papers exchanging with $2,50 to the publisher for each subscriber. Walker’s, Worcester’s & Johnson’s.
Contained his mould’rimg clay,
and refreshing effect from sponging the head, the Library please copy the above.
Grammars—Putnam’s Murray, (abridg
Persons furnishing five subscribers and for
And there the mourning mother wept
body and limbs with simple cold water, or
warding the amount of $15^ will be entitled ment,) Murray’s large, Ingersoll’s, Smith's
A sabbath hour away.
THE MARKET & MONEY GUIDE,
Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
weak warm soap suds, followed by a gentle
to the work free for one year.
OR
Arithmeticks—Colburn’s first Lessons; Se
friction, than from any doses of spirit, wine,
And as she felt the dull decay
WILLIAM
W.
SNOWDEN.
Prices Current, Bank Note and Counterfeit Detector.
quel to do., Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,) Em
Through all her pulses creep,
New-York, 1835.
or porter I have ever seen administered.”
erson’s first part, do. second do., do. third do.;
Published simultaneously in New York. Philadelphia
She cried—“ By his unconscious dust
and Baltimore, every Wednesday, at $2 per annum.
Walch’s, Adams’ & Scholar’s.
1’11 soon be laid to sleep :
List
of
Timber
Then valor, patience, inno cence,
Keys to Colburn’s Sequel ; Emerson’s sec
FT1HE subscriber having been engaged in Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk,
Like visions will have p ast;
ond and third part, and Bailey’s Algebra.
-IMoore’s Philadelphia Prices Current
JJOUGHT (as usual)
Maine, December 31, 1835.
And the sailor, and his wil’e and child,
Geographies
.Atlases—Goodrich’s Malte
throughout the whole period of its existence,
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
Will have found reliefat last.”
Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich's,
avails himself of the facilities and experience
BOURNE & KINGSBURY
BRAHAM
BUTLAND,
John
W.
BragBS
Cummings’ and Blake’s Universal.—Parley’s,
thus acquired, to publish a mercantile busi
Kennebunk, January 22, 1836.
don, Miss Lydia Burnham, MissMarv
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
ness sheet under the above title. The lead
Butler, Miss Esteria Butler,—Ivory Chadraphy.
ing topics to which it will be devoted are—
bourne, Ivory Chick, Miss Esther Chick,
STATE OF MAINE.
M THE GREATEST T AXES I PAY.”
Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of Ant
1st.
T
he Market Guide, a full and accu Mrs. Sally Cousens, Miss Hannah Curtis,—
,f The greatest taxes 1; pay are to those Vnrlr •• AJOT1CE is hereby given, that rate weekly prices current, for New York,
erican Geography; Young Astronomer;Ma
Mrs. Lydia Durrell,—Nathaniel Evans,—Ivo
’
’
JL1
Samuel
Junkins
of
York,
in
religions people,” said a fa rmer to me a few
vor’s Botany ; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Child's
the County of York, by Caleb Eastman, Baltimore and Philadelphia, with regular re ry Goodwin, Mrs. Lucy Greenough.
do. by Fowl© ; Blake’s conversations on com
days since, when I was 1 jrging religion on
H. I. J. K. L. M.
Poundkeeper of said town of Yorlc, has filed views of the markets ; showing from actual
mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
his attention.—Mr.------------ is rather above in the office of the Clerk of the Court of sales anil transactions, the prospect and prices
Joseph Hatch, jun., Joseph Hastings, Ed
BIBLES & TESTAMENTS, a great vari
fifty years of age, a very hi >nest, industrious Common Pleas for said County, a Libel of all descriptions of dry and wet goods, and mund Hill, Samuel Hart, Miss Isabella HuflT,
and good citizen, and one who only lacks against two oxen—“ one brindled and the particularly produce—all the great staple —Thacher Jones, Mrs. Hannah Johnson,— ety.—Quartos, in a variety of bindings, with
Miss Mary Kimball,—William Lord, 2, Wm. and without apocrypha, concordance, referen
religion to make him happiy. I rode a few other red with a star in the face,” which commodities of the country.
2d. Bank Notes and Coins ; givingthe Lord, jun., John Lillie, 2, Tobias Lord, Ai ces, psalms, plates and maps ; Octavos, some
minutes in silence. At le ngth I remarked, were found in the enclosure of said Junkins
rates of Discount, and true value of all Bank
elegant ; Duodecimos and Pocket, of all pri
that it might cost something to supporta in said York on the twentieth day of Novem Notes, and Gold and Silver Coins, with a de Littlefield, Joshua Littlefield, 2, Samuel H. ces. Pronouncing and Common Testaments,
Littlefield, Theodore Littlefield, James Larra
ber last past, and by him committed to said
preacher, or buy books for a Sabbath
Poundkeeper as estrays, amf the said Jun scription of all broken, insolvent or doubtful bee, Miss Abigail Littlefield,—Miss Erneline of all sizes and prices.
school; “ but there are some other things kins, by said Eastman, prays in said Libel the Banks, altered and counterfeit Notes in ex- Mason, Mrs. Hepzibah Murphy.
that cost you more than <l the religious peo said Court of Common Pleas, to decree a is tence, an improvement upon other works of
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
Such as Ledgers, ruled for double or single
ple.” “ Suppose,” I continued, “that by sale of said oxen as the law in such cases ; the kind, with all of which it has been com
James Nason,—Samuel L. Osborn,—Lem entry ; Wastes ; Journals ; Day Books of all
pared
and
corrected,
and
is
now
confidently
uel S. Payson, Proprietors of Kennebunk sizes ; Long and common Quarto Account
paying five or ten dollars a year, you secure provides—All persons are therefore hereby
to your sons the advant; ige of religious in notified, that a hearing on said Libel will be recommended as the most full, accurate and Meeting House,—Dan’l Remich, J. K. Rem- Books ;—Record Books, a great variety ;co mplete Bank Note List and Counterfeit
fluence. On Sabbath the y are in the Sun had at the Court of Common Pleas to be held Detector ever published. With its mercan ich, Miss Sally W. Ross, James Davis Rome, Memorandums of almost every description ;—
day school and meeting -house, instead of at Alfred within and for said County of York, tile information it must prove a profitable —Cleopas Smith, Francis Stone,—Mrs. Eliz Justice’s Records ; Note Books ; Alphabets.
abeth S. Thompson.
on the second Monday of February next,
Albums, with and without plates—bound
the woods and streets, h unting, fishing, as
when and where all persons may appear and companion to all engaged in business,or who
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
in embossed morocco and plain.
sociating with bad com; >any and forming show cause, if any they have, why the said art! in the way of receiving money.
E. S. Taylor, Mrs. Pethular Tripp,—Mrs.
Writing and Cyphering Books, ruled or un
Miscellaneous, Exchange, Prices of Rhoda Atm B. Varney,—Capt. Charles Will
bad habits. Now they may not become Court should not award a decree or judg
ruled,—by the dozen or singly.
Bank,
Insurance,
Rail
Road,
Canal,and
other
pious; but when they grow up,you will ment of sale of said oxen, as prayed for in
iams,^, Master Henry & Francis F. Williams,
descriptions of Stocks, corrected by the Board 2, William W. Wise, James Woodman, Mrs.
admit they will make b etter citizens, and said Libel.
of Brokers in Philadelphia, New York and Lydia C. Wilson.
Folio Post, Foolscap and Pot Writing Pa
58 Letters.
JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
give less occasion for gri» if. Let them form
Baltimore. A Travelling Register of different
December 26, 1835.
per, Nos. 1 & 2. Fine and Superfine whites
JAMES OSBORN, Jun., P. Master.
bad habits, let them become fond of the
lines and routes, distances, by land and water,
blue, pink and straw-coloured Letter Paper;
bottle, and you may lind them wasting
hotels, expenses, rates of Commission, Insu
List
Water-lined, gilt-edged and satin-surfa
your estate, or perpetrating some crime,
rance,
Storeage,
Freights,
and
all
such
other
Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk ced do. English & American Drawing Pa
Y Bowne & Wisner, for publishing by
information as will render the sheet an accu
which will bring them to the penitentiary
port, January 1, 1836.
pers—various in size, quality and price.
subscription, a new work, entitled
B. D. ß. G.
or the gallows. Suppose, then, you pay no Popery the fatal enemy of Civil and Religious Liberty. rate, useful and complete Market and Money
White, blue, green, pink and straw-coloured
Guide. In short, while shunning fiction, and 7LTRS. FRANCES BROWN,—Nath’l Tissue Paper. English, French and Amerk
taxes to “ the religious people,” are you
BY REV. C..W. BROWNLEF, D. D.
parties, love tales and sentiment, the design is Dorman, Miss Eunice Dorman, Miss can Fancy Papers—all colors. Marble Pa
sure you will be the gainer ?”
At the present crisis, when the all-absorb to furnish with items of late and important Mary Downing, Harrison Downing,—MissL.
pers, a great variety. Burnished and untar
My companion eyed nae in a very ex ing subject of popery is claiming the atten
news, a cheap, correct, early and punctual M. Eaton,—Mrs. Olive Gooch.
nished, plain and embossed Gilt Paper. Rice
pressive manner, and consented that 1 was tion of every Patriot and Christian in our re business paper, for business purposes and
H. L. P.
Paper, all colors. Common Colored Paper..
right. Seeing that he wa:i interested, I pro public, the undersigned beg leave to offer the business men. Address (post paid)
Edmund Hill, Joseph HuflT,—Reuben Lit Tracing Paper ; Morocco Paper, all colors.
above work to the American community.
ceeded :
P. S. CLAWGES, & Co.,
tlefield, Miss Hannah Littlefield,—Charles C. Pasteboard. Bonnet Paper. Ticket Paper
<No. 4, Exchange St., Philadelphia.
“ Now, suppose, instead of paying 4 the Its object is to demonstrate from authentic
Perkins, Mrs. Mary A. Pitts, Miss Lavenea —Velvet Scrubs; Camel’s Hair Pencils;;
Perkins.
religious people’ five or lien dollars, you documents, and the historical evidence of
Drawing Pencils and Crayons ; Water Col
S. T. W.
pay it to the grocer for whiskey. Your past ages, that Popery is the fatal enemy of
ors in boxes; cakes Paint separate. QUILLS,,
Civil and Religious Liberty. The author’s COMMISSIONERS ’
Charles Smith, Edward Smith, Mrs. R. H. a good assortment, of various qualitiesand pri
children see you drink, and learn to drink.
name, it is believed, is a sufficient guarantee
E the subscribers having been appoint Stewart,—Ezra Towne, Daniel Tripp,—Jo ces. Steel and Bronze Pens. Lead Pencils.
They grow up lovers of whiskey ; and hav to the public, that the subject will be ably
ed by the Hon. Wm. A. Hayes seph Wildes, Miss Lydia L. Williams, Miss Wafers. Sealing Wax. Visiting Cards. Ining few religious principles, are idling on treated.
Hepsibeth Walker, Miss Mary Wakefield.
dellible Ink. India Rubber. Black Lines.
Judge
of Probate within and for the county
the Sabbath, and exposed to vicious compa
It will contain about 200 pages, 18mo. on
A fine assortment of Penknives. Pocket,
of York, Commissioners to receive and ex _ __________________ O. BOURNE, P. M.
ny ; which taxes will be th<e greatest in the fine paper -price 50 cents, single copy, or
dress and fine-tooth Combs. Silver everamine the claims of the several creditors to
4,50
per
dozen.
It
will
be
published
as
soon
LETTERS
end ?”
pointed Pencil Cases. Common do. Lead
the estate of
BOWNE & WISNER,
Remaining in the Post Office at North Ber Points. Gunter’s Scales and Dividers. Pat'
There was no doubt as ito the reply. I as possible.
OLIVER
HODSDON,
Proprietors of the “ N. Y. Protestant Press."
wick, Maine, December 31, 1835.
allel Rulers. Walkden’s English Black Ink
late of Kennebunk-port, in said county, de
then asked how much his whiiskey cost him.
Jan. 30.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
in bottles. American red and black do. in do.
ceased, represented insolvent, hereby give
“ I suppose ten dollars,” he replied.
HARLES H. ALLEN, Wells,-Samuel Red and black Ink-powder. Wedgewood,
notice, that six months are allowed to said
And does you no good !’’’
Burbank, 2, Oliver Butler, Berwick, Block-tin, Glass and Pocket Inkstands. Sti
creditors to bring in and prove their claims,
“ I can’t say it does.”
Ezra Billings, 2, Joel Billings,—George
lettoes. Cologne Water. Tooth, Hair ani
HE subscriber having contracted with and that we shall attend to that service at the
u Which is your greatest tax, then—what
the town of Kennebunk, to support the Compting Room of Eliphalet Perkins, Clark,—Josiah Drew, Berwick, Charles Dur Shoe Brushes. Liquid and Paste Blacking.
you pay for whiskey or for preaching ?”
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives Esq. in said Kennebunk-port, on the third gin, Berwick,—John Earl,—Caleb Ford, jun. Leather Preservative.
Blacking Powder.
Calf-skin and Morocco Pocket Books and
He saw that be had spoken hastily at notice that he has made suitable provision Saturday of January and June next, at two of —Ephraim Gubtil, John Goodwin, Sanford.
H.
K.
L.
M.
P.
R.
S.
T.
Wallets. Court Plaster, &c. &c.
first, and so I thought. How many use for them at the Ahns-House, and hereby the clock in the afternoon.
Jane Hooper, Berwick, Oliver Hill, Peter
Kennebunk, Dec. 14, 1835.
JOHN LORD,
)
Commissimilar language, whom a few moments re forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
Hurd,
2,
Joseph
Hilliard,
Berwick,
Thomas
of the Paupers of said town on my account,
ORLANDO PERKINS, ( sioners.
flection would convince of «error, ay, and
Hodgdon, Berwick,—Peter Knight, Berwick,
or on account of the town, as I shall pay no
Kennebunk-port, December 15,1835.
often of dangerous error.«— Temp. Star.
—Thomas R. Lamberk, Berwick,—Betsey
bill for their support.
Morrell, John Maxwell, Wells,—Thotnas B.
HE subscribers, having contracted with
JAMES WARREN.
NOTICE.
Parks, Berwick, Mary L. Pitman, Berwick, 2,
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
Kennebunk) May 1,1835.
ly.
PRISON DISCIPLINE SOCIETY.
HHHE subscriber, being under the neces- Josiah Page, 2,—Nathaniel Remick,—Fran
port the Poor of said town the present year,
The tenth Report of this society is pub
JL sity of relinquishing his business on cis Snow, 2, Daniel Sargeant, Jerusha Shack- hereby give notice that they have made the
lished, containing as usual, a narration of
account of his health, requests all persons ley, Berwick,—William Tobey, Robert Tash, necessary provisions for their support. They
LL persons indebted to the subscriber, indebted to him to make payment previous Berwick.
facts which should be placed in the hands
36. i therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
either by note or account, are respect- |to
________
_________
__ _____
the 20th
of March
next_____
—and __
all persons
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
of every member of community, but especi
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
fully requested to call, settle, and make having demands against
him
are
requested
_ '
“
.
I to
ally, of every legislator.
The following
are determined to pay no bill for their sup
payment by the 1st of February next.
present the same for payment.
ALMANACS FOR
port.
•
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
facts, selected from this report, tell on the
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subject of temperance.

E. G, MOORE.

Wells, January 1, 1836.

1836,

JOHN WAKEFIELD.
Wells, Dee. 17,1835.

For saie by
Dec. 5, 1835.

D. REMICH»

FRANCIS BOSTON.
Kennebunk-port, April 21, 1835.
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